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ABSTBACT

This paper presents a brief historical review of physiologioal work
an loee-carrying. The pooled experimental result@ of a number of workers in
this field are discussed and subjected to statistical analysis and the follow-
ing major conclusions are derived,

(a) An approximately linear relationship exists between the
calorific expenditure on the one hand, and the weight of
subject plus load on the other (Pig. 9). The 'slope' of
this relationship varies considerably with the rate of
marching. ?or a velocity of horizontal marching at 90
metres per minute (about 3J mph) the slope is in the
region of 0.05 kilogram-oalories per kilogram.

(b) The relationship between velocity of marching and calorific
expenditure is non-linear, and in such that the latter
increases rapidly for increasas in velocity above about
80 metres Per minute (3 mph).

(c) Curve-fitting procedure has b-3en carried out on the entire
data collected from the literature. An equation relating
energy expenditure to load, body weight, and velocity of
marching has been evolved for men marching on a flat
horisontal surface.

(d) The quantities involved in the above relationships show
that, in general, it is metabolically more economical
to carry heavy loads at a low velocity than light loads
at a high velocity. It is important to remember, however,
that energy expenditure is not necessarily at all synony-
mour with 'fatigue'.

(e) Experimental work towards finding a militarily doesirable
method of carrying loads so as to involve the least
"energy expenditure has been fragmentary, unsysteatie•,
and inconclusive.

(f) There are insurficient data on the effect of different
gradients, terrains, meteorological conditions and
psychological states to enable any realistic assessment
to be made of the energy cost of marching under military
conditions.
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expenditure which can be %so' up for various periods of time
to Warant any such maximum reasonable outputs to be adaptedf fer planning purposes.

(h) hTere are virtuallr no quaadtitative data on the activities
of soldiers in battle, on which to base any reasonable plans
foe an option weight for ighting order.

It Is rKeomended thsts

As the rate of production of hwnn physical energy is limited, more
attention should be paid to its conservation, particularly in battle. For
example, a slow rate of marching will result in a longer day's March, and
may be metabolically a more economic preposition. Reducing the velocity
of movamt is even more important than reducing the load an the soldier.

sam military training is under review, consideration might be given to
%big.

Fuather research is necessary before reo-cemndations can be made
regarding optimo or maxim= loads and it in suggested that such research
shouldp rooeed along the following lines,-

(a) The linearity of the relationship between body weight
plus load, and calorific expenditure, should be submitted
to further experimental enquiry. The cost for various
"speeds should also be determined. During such investigations
method of carriage and other experimental conditions should
be standardized and specified. This may be best done on a
treadmill but the relative cost of treadmill and road walking
should be determined.

(b) Experimental work should proceed towards providing a
" rational basis for recomnending the manner in which

loads should be carried.

(o) The effects of different gradients, terrains, meteorological,
psyohological and training conditions should be investigated.

(d) Research should be initiated aimed at finding out whether
it Is possible to recommend a maximum level for energ
expenditure in marching and in running, beyond which
the soldier should not, as far as planning is concerned,
be expected to exert himself.

(e) Metabolic studies are needed of soldiers on manoeuvre and
under marching and fig.ting conditions which are as
realistic as possible.

It in suggested that for moat purposes the use of simple units of
energy expenditure in preferable to the more abstract criteria of efficiency
which have often been used.
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IMRDUCTION

i . This report is not intended to deal comprehensively with the whole
subjeot of load- arrying and the design of load-carrying equipment.
ftoellent comprehensive reviews of scientific work on load-carrying and
of the history of military load-carrying are those of Lothian (1921) and
Renboum (1954).

2. From the strictly physiological point of view, however, it is felt
thr.t the time is opportune to review more critically previous researches
Upon the metabolic cost of load-carrying, some of which, for example,
Purport to prove that the optimum load for a soldier is about one-third of
his body weight. It is the purpose of this report to enquire more care-
fully into the substance of these and similar assertions.

3. Before this can be done, it is necessary to review briefly the
research which has been done, and to study the criteria of load-carrying
efficiency which previous writers have employed. The experimental data
from previous work can then be re-presented so as to combine the results
available in the literature into a more mianingful pattern than would
otherwise be possible.

40. To this end the experimental data of previous authors have been
pooled and the results present-d both fully in tabular form t'Appendix A)
and graphically (Pigs. 1-14). The considerations which arit.e out of this
treatment of the data in the literature are brought forward '.n the section
entitled 'Factors affecting Energy Expenditure in Load-CarryL~n' (paras
28-78). Curve-fitting yields a simple equation from these data relating
energy expenditure with body weight, load and velocity.

HISTORICAL

5. The classical work -in the field under reviiw is that of Zuntz and
his co-workers Schumburg, Duri.g, Kolmer, and others, in the early years
of the present century. Zuntz and Schumburg (1896, 1901) in human and
animal work, showeeL tbý' calorific expenditure at t.ormal rates of walking
increased in proportio.;. to the load carried, except Zor very heavy loads
(e.g. 50 Kýu) when the -,Pet was disproportionately high. The cost-also
increased as velocity ws, increased. They showed that fatigue increases the
cost of exercise. They sta'ted investigations into the effeot of different
methods of carrying the eamu load, *.g. in the havI as opposed to on the
back, and demonstrated-'increased cost in cases where •L.e load was not bal-
anced.



6. In a mall number of experiments on the calorific cost of marching
up slopes they found that if the cost of marching horizontally is sub-
treated from the actual calorific cost, the cost of raising one pound of
body weight or laid one foot is relatively conat.nt.

7. Zunts and his school expressed the "costliness" of load-carrying in
terms of calories per horizontal kilogram-metre. The calories represented
the net calorific expenditure in excess of basal calories, and the units of
=as referred to the mass of subject plus his load. They showed that for
speed" below about 80 metres per minute (3 mph), costliness moasur.:. in the
above units remained fairly constant at about 0.52 gram-calories per hori-
sontal kilogram-metre. Other workers of the school obtained similar values
and the discrepancies of Douglas and his co-workers are explicable in terms
of their use of a basal rate relating to th3 standing position instead of
lying-down (see Bresina and Kolmer (1912)).

8. For rates of walking in excess of 80 mmin, which he called the
Imaximal economic speed', Durig (1911) claimed to show that the uptake in
gram-calories per kilogram-motro increased as an exponential function of
the speed in excess of maximal economic speed. The rapid rise in the cost
of walking above speeds of about 3-3* mph was an important finding.

9. Brosina and Reichel (1914) claimed to confirm Durig's findings for
a range of loads carried, and also studied the effect of various loads on the
metabolic efficiency of load-carrying. Plotting load against gram-calories
per kilogram-metro, they showed a minimum value for the latter at a load of
19 Kgms. For walking speeds below 80 w/min, the onorLV cost expressed as
calories per horizontal kilogram-mnetre for loads in excess of 18 Kg was
approximately proportional to the square of that excess. Their actual
experimental figures show a minimum value at 14 Kgm although the figure of
19 14p corresponds to the minimum on the curve which they derive theoreti-
cally from their data.

I

10. Cathcart and Orr (1919) and Cathcart, Richardson and Campbell (1923)
repeated the work of Brezina and his co-workers, with similar results.
They agreed on a maximum economic valocity of about 80 metras par minute
(3 mph,, and also studied the effect of various loads, carAod with standard
British Army webbing equipment, on the cost of transport in gram-calories
per kilogram-metre per square metre of bodr surface. iaasurod in these
units in twe subjects, the "costliness" of carriage full when the load was
increased from 25% of the body weight until the load roached 40% of the body
weight, and thereafter rose steaply- Those authors conclude that although
4 of body weight may be the most economical load when car-iod under
laboratory conditions, the traditional figure of one-third of the body weight
is probably best for rough and sloping terrains; but no exnerimental data
were presented for such conditions.

11. Bodale (1924) studied the effect of carrying loads in different ways
by women, and found that a yoke placed across tho shoulders was the most
economical method of carriage of the six methods triod. A study of the
photographs in Bodale's paper su.-ýozts tiat, other things being equal, the
least costly method of carria.i is that in wihich the normal centro of
gravity of the body is maintained. This later received somo confirmation
from the electromyographic work of Lip~old and Naylor (1950), who found
that there was much less elctroAmvo-raphic activity in the muscles of trunk,
back, and shoulder girdle during walking if the load wore carried in a
balanced fashion, and if the weight of the load was transmitted to the ground
via the body skeleton rather than via muscles which have to do useless work to
support the load.

12. There is some rather inconclusive evidence (Choyno, 1926, Daniels et al,
1953) that less energy is expanded in carrying a load in the "high back"
position than in the "low-back" position. The nature of the problem of
how best to carry a load of givun mass makes it difficult to design crucial
experiments or to evaluate the work of others. It is quite possible that
factors such an comfort of fitting, and amount of permitted movement or

-2-



'eJoning during carriage, ar of importance in determining metabolic
cost, and it is very difficult to control these factors. For exaomple, it
is difficult to design a method of carrying loads on a belt (Daniels ot &I,
1953) which would not cause discomfort or pormit mev0m3nt of parts of the
load with the limbs.

13. As is to be expected, unidimensional factors such as load, body weight,
and speed of marching are given prominence in the scientific literature but
Unfortunately quantitative work un optimum loads, velocity, and body weight

- has involved carriage of the load on the back with differing forms of harness
the characteristics of which have not always boan adequately specified. This
fact no doubt accounts for a certain amount of the variability in the results
,wported by different workers.

TH" USEB O• RITEIA R OF !1'ABOLIC EFTICI1W.CY IN LOAD-CARRYING 2231C

• 14. A hypothesis implicit in much of the research under review, is that
there is an optimal or most economically carried load, and also an optimal
or most economically maintained velocity at which to carry it. These are
to be determined by ordinary costing principles. On the debit side is
the metabolic cost of a particulr piece of load-carrying work. On the
credit side is the end-product of this work.

15. 'The metabolic cost of the work is taken as the difference between
the calorific expenditure during the work and the basal metabolism under the
sae dietary and environmental conditions, the units "working-calories"
being used as a measure of this difference.

16. In a task whore the end-product can be measured as real physical work,
* such as climbing, or performing on an ergomnter, a convenient criterion of

muscular efficiency is at hand. This is expressed as the ratio of external
work done to the metabolic cost of that work. During the carriage of loads
on a horizontal plane, no useful physical work is done, so a simple ratio
"will not suffice.

17. However, ext.,rnal work is a product of force (usually weight) and
displacement. As if by analogy, it has been a common practice, since the
work of Durig, to calculate the quantity of end-product by multiplying the
total weight of subject plus load by' the horizontal displacement. The
index of the "costliness" of the work is expressed as the ratio of working
calories expended to the product of total weight timas distance travelled.
This index represents the reciprocal of efficiency, and is measured as
g gram-calorios per horizontal kilogram-motre.

18. It is worth emphasizing that this evaluation of the end-product of
load-carrying is quite different from that which would appeal to the
economist or production engineer. In a measure of load-carrying efficiency,
it is at first siý:.ht illogical to include the weight of the vehicle as a
worth-while part oZ the load transported. Using these units, a heavy goods
train carrying a small parcel would appear to be working as aconomically as a
train carrying its full load. From a practical point of view, the weight
of the vehicle may be considered as "dead weight". Similarly, in human load-
carrying, the stevedore is concerned with carrying a ;ivon amount of material
from A to 3 with the least possible onera expendituro,or,if on Diece-workwith

-carrying the greatest amount of material from A to B for a Given expenditure
.of energy. It is merely unfortunate that on each trip he makes he has to
carry himself as well as his load. In forming a judgement of the optimum
load for a stevedore, therefore, the concept of calories per kilogram-metre,
"(the kilograms referring to total weight of subject plus load) is irrelevant.
1f, however, the kilograms refer to load only, the concept becomes relevant,
and may be optimized against load. (See Fig.6). When the data are plotted
in this way, it becomes clear that, for the stevedore, large loads might well
be preferable.
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19. Such-like abstractions from experimental data must aav, of 4ouxre",
be interpreted with reserve. In this case, for example, it would be
necessary to keep the absolute rate of working within certain limits so
as not to place undue strain upon the body.

20. If one comes to consider another example of human load-carrying,
thb& of the soldier marching with his pack, the weight of the soldier
cannot be regarded as dead weight. The transportation of the body of
the soldier is the mr.jor aim. The use of the unite "calories per hori-
sontal kilogram-metro (total weight of subject plus load)" is therefore
not entirely in&-arepriate.

21. To use these units without specifying load or velocity it would
be necessary to assume, firstly, that metabolic cost is directly proper-
tional to velocity of marching, and secondly, that metabolic cost is
directly proportional to total weight of man plus load. It will be seen
later how far these assumptions are justified.

22. Attempts have been made (Bresina and Reichel, 1914, and Cathoart
et al, 1923) to optimize load against some such criterion as the above.
Even if the experimental results supported this, the procedure cannot
give a militarily optimum weight for the soldier's equipment. Such a
procedure implicitly assumes that each kilogram of load is of equal military
value to each other kilogram, and to each kilogram of soldier. It is
clear, however, that if the naked soldier were clothed and accoutred item
by item, his military value would not rise steadily as more weight was
added, but would rise sharply as he was given his rifle plus a few rounds
of ammunition, and much less steeply as he was given a second spare pair
of boots.

23. And just as it is not easy to optimize load against calories per
horisontal kilogram-metre, neither is it easy to optimize velocity against
the same index of costliness of effort. Supposing we were to optimize
the velocitj of a oat against calorias per horizontal kilo-metre, the
result would be that the cat would never catch a mouse. It were better
to optimize velocity against calories per mouse caught. Very similar
considerations might apply to a man facing an enemy, whether he were
advancing or retreating.

2I. From a purely physiological point of view, the relevance of these
criteria of metabolic efficiency, even if they could be used in a logical
manner, should not be taken for granted. It is often the case that an
engine is working under the best conditions from many other points of view
when it is working most economically, :nd th.t a rise in fuel consumption
per unit of output betokens something amiss. The same state of affairs
might often apply to the human muscular system, but a more precise
Justification for these and similar abstractions is seldom possible.

25. At present therefore, it would seem both wise and convenient in load-
carrying work, to make as few abstractions from the experimental data as
possible. The use of the units of working-calorLes per minute is often
sufficient and is oertainly convenient. Furthermoretworking-calories per
minnalt can be said, at a first approximation at least, to represent real
physiological cost in terms of what the lungs and circulation have to
provide in the way of oxygen and metabolities, in order that the work should
be done. For work involving the massive use of musculature such as load-
Carryin, these factors may be the limiting ones, as Hluller 1953) suggests.
Notabolko research may therefore be successful in determining limiting values
fo; load, velocity, or environment. But it is only with the above reserva-
tions that it would be helpful in laying down optimal values, for the simple
reason thst it is not usually sufficient to measure physiological or any
other cost in terms of calories, and not usually possible to state the precise
end-product whose cost is to be assessed.

I
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26. With those important reservations, however, it is still of greast
potential interest to present the data of previos wouker in common forms,
so that the results of one worker nay be compared with those of another,

•.Tafd so that a coherent picture may be obtained. It will be found that
the assumptions underlying the use of the units of calories per horizontal
kilogram-metre are in part well-founded, and that a case can be made out
for their use on occasions, provided that velocity at least i. specified.

27. Su'-h a treatment of the data of previous meyzrs is attempted in the
following section.

POSSIBM1 FACTORS A'FFCTING THE 2ERGY MPUDMIM OF LOAD-CAMING

28. It is clear that many variables have to be cemuidered In assessing
the energy expenditure of load-carrying. These variablea include:-

(1) The weight of the load carried.

(2) The body weight of the individual.

(3) The velocity of walking.

(4) The method of carrying the load.

(5) The length of time for which the load is carried.

(6) The effect of training.

(7) Variations in terrain, e.g. level road, slope, rough
and smooth surfaces.

(8) Ueterological conditions, e.g. temperature, humidity,
wind velocity.

(9) Clothing.

(10) "Psychological" factors, e.g., comfort, morale, fatigue,
nervous tension, interest.

29, Because of the time involved in metabolic studios, individual physio-
logical workers in this field have only found it possible to examine the effect
of a few of these factors on a very limited number of subjects. For this
reason it has been attempted here to combine all available previous experi-
mental data (Appendix A). Since compiling these results and the graphs (Figs
I to 14) therefrom, a f3w further data (e.g. Hill at al (1924-5), Ogasawara
(1934), and Liljestrand and Stenstrom (1920)) have been found, but the data
here presented were all that were available at the time of the study, and
were not selected in any way except by virtue of their accessibility.

30. It has been thought desirable, in the graphical presentation, to
show which experimental results were obtained by which authors. In this
way experimental bias on the :art of a particular author might the more
readily become apparent. At the same time, in so far as each result from
a particular author forms a control for each other result (as certain of
his experimental errors will ramaia constant throughout his rork) the
results of each author may be studied in isolatica from all other authors.

31. All the data collected were from healthy male subjects walking on
the level in a temperate environment (not always adequately specified by
the authors concerned). The only treadmill data included are the results
of Daniels et al (1953). Although thesc workers stated that a significant

* difference exists between the metabolic cost of treadmill and ordinary
walking, it will be seen from the graphs that their pooled results show in
themselves very much less scatter than do the results of all authors combined.
For this reason there seemed no point in excluding tha treadmill data from
the g-aphs.



S Woight of the Load Carried

32, The rates of energy expenditure, expressed as working kilogram-
calories per minute, for different loads are shorn for three separate
velocities in Figs 1-3. All experimental results are included re-
gariless of the body weight of the subjects. The question of body
weight ig dealt with later (paras 38-40). Tho evtdcnce is most complete
in Fig.1 for 90 metres per minute (,14 mph). At least as a first
approximation it would seem that the energy oxpenditure varies directly
with the load carried. The slope of the straight line is 0.052 kilo-
calories per kilogram, which agrees well with the relationships obtained
frsom the whole of the experimental data in Ap-pendix D (see paras. 45-50).

33. It appears from Figs 2 and 3, and it is confirmed in Appendix B,
that the relationship for other speeds is also linear, the slope varying
aecording to the velocity.

S4. The discussion of Brozina and Reichol (1914) and of Cathcart ot al
1923) centred around the question of an o-,timal load, expressed in terms

of calories per horizontal kilo ',m c1Mtro. As there is a linear relation-
ship between onergy exponditurz: and load, th3os discussions lose much if
not all of their former interest, as they are in fact concerned merely
about whether there are slight deviations from linearity or not.

35. Plotting calories per horizontal kilogram-metre (the kilograms
being the total weight of subject plus load) against load, Brezina and
Reichel found a minimum cost at 19 Kg load. The results however apply
to a series of experiments on a single subject, and it wo.uld be rogarded
nowadays as foolhardy to derive such sweeping generalizations as did
Brezina and Reichel from such a small number and varioty of experimental
results. They did not determino the variation from one subject to another,
from one method of carriage to another, from one environment to another,
and so.•n. Their conclusions, tharcCoro, are based upon insufficicnt
evidence. Other criticisms in that the authors assumed an arbitrary basal
value for the series, and did not specify the environmental conditions such
.as temperature, humidity, and air velocity, are quite minor in comparison.

36. In order to test the conclusion of Brezina and Roichel, data from
other workers are presented in Fig.4, in w•hich the same co-ordinatcs aro
used as were used by these authors. This manner of presenting the data
is only justified when the velocity is aimown and constant, because, as v4ll
be seen later, the relationship between velocity and calorific expenditure
is not linear. The velocity of about 90 metres per minute (Wj mph) is
again chosen. It is soen that Brozina's postulated minimum at around 15
or 20 kilograms is not borne out. The data when plotted in this *,ay seem
to present a horizontal straight line. If the relationship between load
and metabolic cost is linear, and the cost in terms of calories per hori-
sontal kilogram-metre for a given velocity does in fact remain constant, as
appears to be the case in Fig. 4, then it can be concluded that the relation-
ship between body weight and metabolic cost must also be linear, with
approximately the same slope in calories per kilogram. It will be soon later
(paras 45-50) that this does seem to be the case. But for the momont it
is sufficient to note that any minimum there may be in Fig. 4 is certainly
not a striking one.

37. Cathcart, Richardson and Campbell (1923) used two subjects,
Richardson and Campbell. Loads over a wide ran3e were carried at a con-
stant velocity of just over 90 metres per minute (Mj mph). The load as a
percentage of the body weight was plotted against metabolic cost in calories
per horizontal kilogram-metre per square metre of body surface, and a
minimum value found fr- the load of 40% of the body weight. This method
of presenting the data has b3en repeated for all the workera in Fig.5.
While it could not be said to lend very definite support to Cathcart's
hypothesis, it can be argued that when the load reaches a very large per-
centage of the body weight, the cost of carriage increases disproportionately.
This would indicate certain obvious limitations to the linear relationship
postulated from Fig.1 (para 32). The large scatter of the results pre-
cludes firm conclusions, and is perhaps an indication of the doubtful val-
idity of presenting the data in this way.

-6-



Body Weight38 If the velcit is kept constant, adthe Icd iskp aa.t
it should be poshible to study the offsot of body weight an metabolic
cost. If this i, dont, (Fig.7) there art insuf teont data from any,S.one load or velocity for any firm conclusions. T*A only data on which

Sconclusions can be based are those of Paosmore at al (1953), and these
a&lso have bean -2lottod in Fig. 7. It is important to note that whereas
the other data refer to a velocity of 90 m./min, and a land ;f 20 IC,

i*' fasueorets data refer to a volocit of 30 m./min, and were obtained from

unloaded subjects. Passmoro's data can 'ae ropr,.santad quite well by a
straight line passing through the orijin, with a slope of 0.047 kIlogram-
calories per K,;m. It is limAly ýat the slope for 90 metres/minuto
would be vary clo.-. to 0.052 lilocalories/kýP, which is the slope in pig. I
for 90 matros/minuto.

39. To summarise the effects o-1 body weight and load, the data allow the
by-hothesis that at a norual walking pace, round about 85 metres per minute
(3* mph)overy increase of 10 Xg (22 lbs) in total weight (body plus load)
will increase calorific output 'ay about 0.5 kilogrm-aar /mn-.,- whether

"• ~the Increase in in body weight or load.

40. In Fig. 9 it is soun that such a working hypotlasis would lead to no
great errors, but the relationship departs from linearity for small values
of body wei ht plus load... The departure is b, virtuc of the results of
one author tCathoart (1919)), so that two possibilities remain. Zithar
Cathoart's results in 1919 -iera consistently hit, or ;lse the calorific
output of men under 60 Kgn "-oi,-ht is dispronpartionately high. The fiL-ures
of Paasmore et al land no sup,:ort to the latter possibility, but do not
exclude it as no viry lightweight porzons ..ro included in their data.

Velocity of Progression

41. Several observations have been recorded on tha affect on onorgy
expenditure of varying tha velocity of walking wihile carrying a load.
The data of Drezina and Raichel (1914) indic2te that load carriage is
most eoenomical at speeds below a'.,roximately :3O m/min. These data, and
those of other workers have boon presented in Fig. 14; and from this,
when the results of each t:orker are considered separately, it could be
argued that above a velocity of 30-90 m/min metabolic efficiency decreases
rapidly.

42. It may be that the curve is S-s: aped, and that cost does not rise so
rapidly above speeds of 160-180 m/sin. This would confirm the finding of
Durig (1911). It would not be at all unoxpected, for at such velocities,
running or a speoial style of wrall-ing would tend to occur, and for these
higher velocities running is probably more efficient thin tvalkinp (Ogasawara,
1934). Even if Duri.'s subject wiare walking with an or-inary style
throughout, and had not altered his style of walking for the hi ,her speeds,
a limit to the caacity of the heart and circulation to sur'ly more oxygen
will occur around this value, and firures for oxygen intaýa as opposed to
total oxygen riquiroment com:oience to be unreliablo (Hill, Long, and Iupton,
1924-5).

43. Regarding Fig.14, it sezms Justifiable to pool various loads and
various body weights in view of tha fact that cost in calories per hori-
zontal kilo rnm-metre does not vary much either nith load (Fig. 4) or
with body weight (Fig. 8). In Figs 10 to 13, the effect of velocity of walking
on energy expenditure (in Working Cale. per min) when carrying constant loads

Sis shown. Each of these graphs does show a su.gz:estion of a more rapidly
increased rate of e oergy output above a velocity of 80-90 n/min, and if this
point of infloxion in the curve is confirmed by furthir work it would sub-
stantiate the claim of Brozina, and Raichel that such a velocity is optimal

*• for metabolic-eficiency.
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S44. .3tinatas have ooen "Aido o: tha maximum rate oZ calorific expenditure
whio:, can be main.Ainod in•.ofi.aitol%, -Th.n *;orkin& 8 ::ours nor day. Lehmann
/(195), has givun this va-lue as 5.2 -.iorhina idlocalorioa :'or min and ":uller
/(19J,)gvs 4.0 ,or'in.j kilocalorios nor nin. 14ho n (porsonal communica-
tion) agrees with .:uller's naa1mum as th• -inrc *:r.-ctic.-.l value. If :ruller's
figures ary uccd to detenrine the z-ax':i , Alocty fnr .iich different loads
"oa' be carried indefinitely for 8 hour6 a3zch day (by raf..ronce to Figs 10 to
13•), then for zero load, the maxi.ran velocity is 100 iV'.ain (3.7 mph), and
for a load of 33-34 76:, 77 m/.An (3 .ph). A more ac.urato estim-tion of
this maximal calorific o=')endituro for ýcriods v~rying fromi say a day to a
year would antble maxiaal volociti •at 3which leads could be carried to be
predicted, assuming a 'wor1kin7-dzy' of ai lroximatoly ci5,ht hours. (Sae para.

t' • ~on rclattng energy axjnditura, load, bodr '.-.i'ht, and vclocity
or 2orizont'l ro7csson

45. It is seen from the a•r.cerain, para-ra.hs tL.-t a linear relationship
probably exist* batya!n calorific expenditura on tVe ono hand and both load
and body weight on to other, ine that some f rn oZ curvilinoar rolati nship
holds for velocity.

46. Curve-fitting irocadure (sc A-:ondix r) 1,mc cirriod out on the entire
data tabulated in A" endix A. The best equation so far evolved rolating the
variables it as follows.-

, - 0.008300 + , + L)0/5o

where vC is the energy exrondeituro above the baaal nctabolic rate in working
kilocalorirs 'or minute, 17 is the3 .-:A-.:it of the nan in kilograms, L is the
load in, kilogr~ms, and V in th3 velocity ofZ vai'.ing in metres par minute.
* is the exponential constant and is equal to 2.72. 1'r dicted expenditures
for various loads, spoed3, and body-weights are presented for convcni.ence
in Figs 15-18. If not known; basal tiptabolism may be predicted from body
weight (see Fig.19) by moans of the rogressior.

T - 0.56 + 0.0091 17

where Y is the basal metabolisn in Izilocalorios or Lminute and W is the body
weight in kilograms. In t-:is study basal metabolism and working metabolism
have been kept separate in vie', of prcdo•ainant usage, although it is p:robable
that equally ac-.urate prodictim, with sre3 saving of labour, would have
resulted if basal values had b.3on dis-on:-rdod entirely and total metabolism
had been substituted for ".orkinT zmoitabolism.

47. This oeuation incor~or.".tas quite successfully th% relationships between
load, body weight, and anarý;y uxcndituro developed in poras. 32-40. It shows
that a simple axponential :unction describes (uite icll the relationship
betwogn r.ergy oxpendit kre and velocity for tho velocity range over which the
data ,iere collacted, s~y about 50 to 120 metres ver minute (2-4.5 mph).
At very low and very high speeds there is no reason to assume that this simple
exponential relationship holds.

48. When using this formula it should of course b. remembered that the
scatter of individuals' oneray expenditure is so wide that prediction is not
practicable for the single individual. For 90% certainty of prediction the
range is aprroximately I kilocalorie both- ;bovo and boloe, the predicted value.
It is quite clear that a lar&g prop rtion of this unco=tainty is due to
experimental errors and differences in technique, and so we nay look to the
future for considerable improvoments in the certainty of prediction. Even

then it may confidently be azsumsd that substantial individual variations

will be shoin to exist.
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A. It was Bresina who first suggested that In marching it is more
inportant, from the point of view of energy cost, to keep the velocity down
to 3 ph or below than to reduse the load to vory mmll values. We have
soft that each kilogram of load adds to enorgy expenditure about the sace
figure as each kilogram of body weight. ,!he enery cost of a march will
thsref ore vary directly with load, so that there in no "optimum" value for
load except zero. Lot us now see how the cost of a march varies as a
function of velocity.

The energy expenditure per minute above basal is given by

9 , 0.0083 (1o + W e+L) 50 .... (Para. 46)

The tine taken to march a distance D is minutes. Therefore the
energy expenditure, S, above basal, in marching a distance D is given by

:is The most ecoomical value of V is clearly that which minimizes S, i.e.
S0.0083 ' (10 + 17 + L) 9v• ;-wy .7,-

yThin yelds a value of V - 50 metres -.r minute, or 1.5 mph. we have
therefore the intarosting fir.(.ing that, for z•inimisine the total enerE'-
cost of a march, the optimum velocity is in th. region of 2 mph. It can
be soon from Fi,.-s 15-18 that -t this velocity even very large loads, in
excess of a hundredwoi.-ht, can be carried continuously ýrithout exceeding

Supper workaday li~nit of 4 r.or±in& I•ilocalorios par minute (sea Para.44).
This optimum velocity is indpncnt of load, body sad distance -narchod.
The com--iarative cost of a march at other velocities, ex)ressed as a parcentage
of the minimal cozt at 1.85 mph, is shown in Craphic.l fko in Fig.20 (,hich
is e.sontially a condensed and smoothed form of Fig.14). For thu convenience
of the military raider, t:-c 3ra.h has been marked off at several velocities
corresponding to ::ullsr's u,)er limite of 4 woridng kilocalories per minute,
for different loads (acsuming an voraGe man of about 70 kg). These would,
according to :;ull,r. ba the velocities .,;hich could be kept up for an 8-4our
day, d&y in and day out, .eoro or 10s3 indu.initaly.

50. In those occuation3 whr3 the load carriAd is of prime importance,
the weight and velocity would no doubt be adjusted t•.ards hih r/eibhts and
low velocities. From a ,•ilitary ,oint of view, it may be that in some
circuatancas, it is the ;jn and not the load wzhich is of critical, imp9ortance
and in thise c.co a redc:ction of load i:ould be necessary to ef-ect any
desired increase in velocity.

Method of Load Carriage

51- The u'right posture does not roquira vary much ener-y eowpenditure
because no musclos have to work very hard in order to maintain it. What
work is done is presumably axpionded either.-

(.) in maintsinina a-rts of the body rigid. This may entail
the continuous action .f agonis-. a-nd nnta-onists against
each other, or the action of muscles e.g. those of the
shoulders a&ainst euternallg applied force e.g. webbing -

equipmont,

(b) in rectifying errors of positioning which, if allowed to remain
uncorr3cted, would load to greater errors of position. In
othur %rords, in balancing.

9



52. In marching, the abovo items ara undoubtodly increaoed. I ad~ition-
worl ia done:-

(c) in raising and laeiring th* limbs, and the body as a
whole (Zenodict and :Iurschausor 1915),

(d) in acceleratinZ and decelerating the limbs,

(a) in overcoming friction and trird roolstanco.

53. Carrying tV, load on tlho li.or limb is obviously unaconouical is it
increases item (a). Co,pared "ith lo.,".- carriad on the back, there is a
significant increase of ;ner ;- - 'n,nituro .,von if the load is cc:ri.'iI ,on
the thigh (Daniels at al, 1953) And of course even !',x. tor increases occur
when the load is carried on the £.,et (Russell and oclLing 1946; Turrell and
Robinson, 1943 cit, Russell aind ZoldinG 1946).

54. Carrying loads in the hand or under ona arm is also in general
uneconomical (Zuntz and Schumbur!,- 1901, 3Jodale 1924) as is any :aethod of
grossly unbalanced carriages, as tnis increazes itoms (a) a:ndl (b) unnocos-,-
arily (Lippold and Naylor 1950).

55. Hoad carriage, ain' yro o carri.-,e, althout:h ef:icicnt, may bo dismiosed
in this short discussion a:. uoually imprictic-.l from a military loint of view.
Anothor point Which .!oes not r.ýquire discu.ssio.n is t'.at the load should be
disposod aos cloae to tho bo:' as pooiblo, in order to los-on thc turning
moments required to turn the body when such aovw.nanto arc raquirod', and so
that unbalance should bo reduced to a minimum.

56. At first sight it rust s,ý a obvious tb-ht th: l1.-d ýAhould b.ýi properly
balanced from side-to-sido anti :-isa fore-and-aft. 11orev-r the ;;ci•,ht
which can be "3lacod on t, : front of toe bcry without und'uly oncumberinG the
soldier may.-be lio.ited, and it has usually boon found doeirable to incroase
the weight on the back. This is nocesoarily .'.tercted by slight stooping
the desirability or othcr;ise of ih'.ich io not yot cla:.r. There has been a
certain amount of controvcrsy .-. ba.tiooon "high-back" loading and "low-back"
loading and claims have been made (Cheyne, 1926) that hih.-hacl: carriage
reducOs metabolic cost by as much az 10g. Hn.:over, many other alterations
were made to the high-back pack desiý.ned by Choavne, and it ia not known
whit contributionwas made by those oth..r f:.ctors.

57. In order to retain porsnoctive in the .nA'er of .:herc te.o lid should be
placed, it should be pointed out that, L-':rt froz tr.• increases ,'hich could
occur from placing the entire oadi on the ifh•t or on some other moving -part,
the differences involved are not large. x car:" *'r.ts in <ro..rces at AORG
show, for example, that the extra cost of ;l.-cins a load not only ontirely
on the back, but removod Aix incho= poatcarior to the surface of th'a back by
means of a suitable harness, as coopared ".'aith t'he cost of, a perfectly balanced
load, is unlikely t-. .- "bout 5', and :Ay be ap-rt.clably less, so Ione .s
tho load does n t xc-.,out 60 lbs. hicro it 3hould -,erha•s bn rr,-o.;phasizsd
t'-.t ornri. oxrenditure and 'fatigue' are not synonymous.

58. The ,-*ork of Daniels et al (1953) cru• cs.s t.at thivxo is pro!_.,bly not
much difference in the :ietabolic cost of hi .h-b.ach earri -e .nd low-back
carriage. High-back car-Aago proabbiy entails slijhtly loso stooping, and
more use of the muscles of the back.

59. Lip3pold and flaylor (1950) suy,ýoat th.it in areier to s.ve muscular
effort, the leight of the load should be nnl.ced as far as possible on bony
structures -ihence it can be tran.mittod directly to earth. Porsonal experience
indeed sucn!esto that rmany weboinF equipments cause severe and unnecessary
work on the part of the shoulder muscles, vnd t.hat if a load can be mado to sit
on the hips or pelvis as does the Derg3n rucksack, it can be carried more
easily. The method of ..chioving this no doubt lies in the skilful dosijpn of
the pack, rather than in attaching the load round the bolt, as Daniels at al
attempted. Susnending the load fro,.'e a bolt ma-' ,j-Asily c-uso chafing, undue
movement of the load, and restriction of thi1'- movoe-iont.
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60. 14rching at attention would undoubtedly entail higher expenditure of
energy than marching or walking in a more relaxed manner, but the size of the
increase has not been investigated. All the data in Appendix A may be taken
to appertain to a fairly relaxed gait. Until further data beoome available
It 1I perhaps reason.ble to ex-3ect that, a further 5% or 10% or occasionally
even more might be added for marching at attention, depending on the rigidity

* of posture.

Length of Time for which a Load is Carried

61. With feet and lower limbs aching after a severe march of 50 Kri, two
subJects of Zuntz and Schumburg (1901) showed an increased energy consumption
of the order of about five percent for the same marching task. A similar or
even smaller increase nas demonstrated by these workers on ueveral occasions.

62. After a rapid eight-mile march "to exhaustion" with heavy packs, the
two subjects of Ctthcart, Rich..rdson and Campbell showed no such increase, in
spite of aching or blistered feet and achinG shoulders,

63. It is clear that any effect there may be is small, and might be
accounted for by changes in posture and in the rigidity with which parts of the
body are held.

64. Some work on rest pauses was done by Cathcart at al (1923). The subjects
had to cover a certain dist..nce in an hour, either by marching the whole time
slowly, or by marching for 40, 45, 50, or 55 minutes during the hour, corres-
pondingly faster, and resting during t.io remainder of the time. When the
distance which had to ba covered in the hour was only 3.5 Kim., the cost of the
march remained roug.ly constant. Dut ihen the distance ,;as 5 ;m., it was

better to march for 55 minutos or oven for the whole hour rather than attempt
* the higher vilooities. The •,ork of Juller (1953) hiowevor, m.kes it apear

probable that if the rast pauses h+id been saced -.iare frequently, the hiiyher
velocities might have been attained at less total cost, But rest pauses
every few minutes wouid be difficult to organise on tL- march, and it is

: common ez=erience that it is preferable to k:aop un an zvon pace rather than
to march very quickly for a o3inute or two, then rest.

* Training

65. Although several aubjocts have been investigated over .,,any ?ariods
of exercise, no tr-.ining effects soom to have been noted in the literature.
It therefore soems reason.,blo to ýxpect that, if traininL effects exist,
they will not ?rove to be very -ra.vt. The reduction in zi..u3tion, in

Sblisters and in the aching of limbs consomitant with training .-ould be ex-
pected to c.u.ýs a reduction in thie matabolic cost Of the e3,ae order as the
increase Wue to these ractors mentioned in the previous Section (aara 61 ),
i.e. about five per cent. L.rger rncuctinnrthan t..is occur during the period
of training in tVe 71a3ring of the a-ar:.tus, and partioularly in the first few
experiments on thi troadmill (Durig, 1911). The eosect of training on
metabolic eoficiuncy seems to vary with the extent to which a person has to
learn new movements. For oxample, there are lar e training effects in
swimming, rock-climbinS, tiabor-felling and Imitting.

Variations in Gradient and Torrain

66. A few observations by Zuntz and Schumburg (1896) and by Durig (1911)
suggested that the cost of uphill nro~ression f'or gradients up to about 1 in 5
or 6 over and above the cost of the horizontal component amounts to 7 or 8
calories per motre-kilojram (total weight of man plus load), in teeperate
weather.

67. In Durig's results th'ere 'raoe mar;ked individual variations.

68. A few results of Daniiels a. al (1953) su %estad a 14; increase in
metabolism for each deoree of slope. This increase is of the same order
as those of the German workers. Estimates from fi;ures quoted by Lebmann
(1953, pate 149) are also in substantial agree.nent, the ostim'.ted extra
cost varying betaeen about 5 .and about 8 gram-calories per metre-kilogram.
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69. Finally, tha two siibjocts of Durnin (1955) gave similar results, the

69tra cost of tho vertical component (,ftor subtracting basal uetabolisn and
the cost of the horizontal component, as before) being about 8 gram-calories
per metre-kilogram. These subjects were ascending a gradient of about one

/ in five at thartto of 2,000 foet per hour.

70. Very fý'v fiaures indeed can be given for the cost of downhill walking.
A few roeults of Asmusson (1933) em ;Lst that for do-rnhill gradients of up to
I in 6 there may be a reduction in expenditure with a maximum reduction of 10%
at a gradient of I in 10, comparod with horizontal .al'ldinS. At steeper
gradients the cost of horizontal "ralking is exceeded somewhat.

71. Little reliable information is available on the affect of terrain of
different kinds. DTniels et a! -reduce a few rosults which at first sight
suggest that trzadmill wathin.; is rouýhly 10% less co ;tly than cinder-track
walLing, but differinces ig environoental conditions (the treadmill ex-,ori-
ments were conducted at 70 F, the track expriaunts at an unspecified temp-
erature) miglt possibly account for a discrepancy of this size. Spitzor's
figures, quoted by Lehmann (1953, lage 143) for unladen ;alking at 4 1(m. per
hour, s t that walling on firm grass may increase enarry expenditure by
about N(gas compar-d with -:alking on an good road surface. 7alki across a
ploughad field may c-use increases oZ the order of 100% or oven 150•, dop4'nding
upon conditi:,ns.

Iseteorological Conditions

72. It is probable from the work of Durig (1911) that wintary as opposod
to siaery conditions in flurope nay increase t'he cost o; uphill progression by
50% or more, but the ef•ects of the surface .nd climatic conditions cannot
be disentangled. No furth..r information is available. Furthermore, an
increase in cost due to low onvironmontal tcmperituroo nay '.ave a different
significance from that of a similar incroase cau~sod by actual work. No
data have been found of th3 cost of load carriaae under tropical conditions.

Clothing

73. Althou.h a good e.-:l of viork has bein F.one, . articnl .rly in the USA, on
the heat stress cffects of di:e'ront clot¾ing assamblios on iaen doing modurate
work, none seems to h'va dealt vit;, tie oeCoct of clothing on the metabolic
cost of load carriago. The roport of Li ).ld and ".ulor (1950) d. als briefly
writh the problem of adequate ventilation in the dosi&n of load-carrying equip-
ments. Someo othods of load-carriage e.g. battle jerkins, desirable in many
other rosp(,cts, seem to have encountered opposition fror users on tho grounds
of thermal discomfort, but sansible perspiration rather than heat stress is
no doubt rosponsibla f-r the complaints.

Psychulogical Factors

74. It seems li.hely that discomfort, aching, ovorstrainin6 sall muscle%.
and all tha results cf poor dosiýn of equipment, or overaork, or insufficient
training, would incroase unnecessary movements and increase muscle tone locally
or generally, resulting in an increase in. the metabolic cost of the work. No
experimental c6ata have been collocted on this point.

75. Individuals in a state of "nervous tension" and neurotics would
undoubtedly work less efficiently tian norial individuals on account of their
tendency to contract both agonists and antagonists simultaneously (Bishop and
Clare 1949) and on account of the imnairment of their oxygen-carrying capacity.
Jones (19491 fVind t.at neurotic subjects 'sith effort-intolerance had an
increased post-exorcise oxygen uptake. He discusses some of the factors -
muscular, autonomic, and other- involved in the greater cost of muscular
exercise in these neurotic patients.

76. In a state of pronounced muscul-r fatigue, muscles adjacent to the ones
necessary for a voluntary movement tend to contract (Ash, 1914). This would
also increase the cost of the work.
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77. The magnittide of these probable effects is unknown. It is possible
that fear may have more profound effects on muscular activity, but this is
ala a matter for invosti;ation.

78. Prolonged sleep deprivation, muscular or mental activity, negative
attitudes towards items of equipment or towards tha situation and many other
psychological factors may interf. ro with the desire to perform work, much
more than with the metabolic cost of any work that Way be performed. Although
such factors aru not strictly rilevant to tVio present discuseion, tLcsy may
nevertheless be of profound -.ractical importance in oquipoent design and in
determminin the load w.hich should be carri~d.

DI•CU3SIO1

79. Certain conclusions have alroady bcen dramn in tha fore•oing paragraphs.
In the first plice the matabolic costliness of velocity has boon stressed.
If total availabla oner67 is lititod, and thor4 is same avidcncc that it is,
then if any a•nruoiable diatancc is involvwd, marching speods should be kept
under 3 mph. In war even this speed is probably rarol7 attained in ')ractico,
but in view of the atomic throat, much emphasis is being placed on mobility,
so that it may be worth while oonsidcrin.'; the cost of hiýhor speeds. :!arching
at 5 mph across country in fichting order uill Qocnd about 13 working kilo-
calorios per minute or 780 worl'ing kilo-calorios per hour. :!arching at 4
mph would cost about 7 working kilo-calorios per minute or 420 %:orlting kilo-
calorios per hour. Lehmann's :iujj estad xridimimn expenditure for one hour
(attained by only one in 25 Gorman industrial workers) is 600 working kilo-
calorics in the hour. It follovis that althoujh an avcrige speed of 5 ,'ph
across country in battle order m:ny on favourable occasi-ons be attainable,
the tremendous cost of an "tra one mile ner hour should be realizod. It is
porhaps worth mentioning that r-•:i-ura overall anbility wrould not necessarily
result from joldirs proccodin, :-.t -n ozhaustin., uaca •arlier in the courua
of a battle, only to have t tAke iuch longer -;artods of rest shortly after-
wards. The rac3 would literally not be to the swiftest.

80. As regards the proper load for tho soldiir, ve hava se-n that thire is
no critical figure, but that )ner7y expenditure increases linearly with load.
Some basis hAs boon )rovidod :c.r ostinating t:'o anera•"a exnditurc for various
loads at various sNuds. Ex..rim,ýntal data aro still needed for virious
gradients uphill and downahill, for various tezrrains, and for di:ffrent climatic
conditions and poszibly dii'or..nt psychololical states, bfora any reality can
be achieved in an estimate of the mitabolic cost of marching.

81. Even when it becomcs ,ýssiblo to n:.:: an accurato ostinat,, it vill also
be necessary to know what i- the maximuxi c.lorific output to 'en expectad from,
say, 95% of avirn.a, inf-•rj solcicrs. Th.; r,ýatimnzhip botieoon energy
oependiture and subJ.ctivo ane. objoctive :atioue is still not clear.

82. According to !Auller (1953), tha maximum output which can be 3xpoctod
of the industrial workor working 8 hours pnr day, 300 d.ys per year, year
5.n and year out, is 4 working lilogram-calories per minute during working
hours. At 90 metras per minute a loid of only 4 kgm could be carried 8
hours per day if we are to accept t*is figure. Until the maxinum reasonable
output for marchinL:, can be ,ssessod more accurately it is ibviouily not
possible to reconmnond any particul..r load, either for prolonged of short-
torm carriage.

83. If we were to remain content with a slow rate of marching, say-70
metres per minute (2.5 mnh), largo loads could be carried -ithout exceeding
this fi:;ure of 4 wor ine kilocalories pir minute.

84. Recomemendations of the maxinum output to bo expected from men, such
as those of Lehmann and !,Juller, can only apply to the "average rorker" or
some such hypothetical man. It is not known how thiis miximum level varies
with factors ouch as the physiquo and size of the individual, but it seems
roasonablu to assu.io th.-t such f ictors aro ver-j im-oortant.
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85, Dofo. c.j reasonable maximam output can be arrived at, it is necessary
to know for %ha: long thin output must be maintained. It is obvious that
the wcimaxin c:.^. whItch ean be kept up for a day or a week could not be kept
up cor.'nuoua4j, for a year.

86, Tie LLov, e •-ereas apply mainly to the load which the soldier carries
uhile irchir.•. ".h load to be carried in battle in even less likely, to be
decided f-o- *ztely metabolic considerations. However, let -us see where
such coasiV.cr,.ti-n-, lead. Ho wvould this load affect his mobility?

87. Lot it Io arsuned that in battle a man puts out an energy expenditure
wht.ch - =. 1P'. aa!V keep up for a week, i.e. (according to Lehmnn) .30W kilo-
calo•r-3 nf(- day. Part of his activity will include walking and running.
Let up =J'•'vs h-, has 2000 working kilocalorics available for walklng and
rumin;, ear I us suppose he has to do 4 hra %alkdng or running. 1bat •,•ll
his averpe•- :j. be for various weights of load? (battle order etc. including
rif ie and e-o-t;"Ltg),

U-4imi sweed which could
Lodn be kept u for 4 hrs.

88. It it, a: =e'se, very doubtful that when a soldier has done all the
ot!er thigr nr .•av to do in battle (for which no data are available at present),
he will 'm -.c :%.ch as 2000 kilooals to expend on running. But, in any
cas,. he fi..ire. illustrate that from the scanty data at present available we
have D" rease-i "n •ay tVat there is a critical weight for battle order beyond
which Lb.Il"y 1.s dastically reduced.

89. If th. irr.: on the basis of sound research, could state what minirum
lea7cl o' 4,1xi,47 .,,;s required, it would be possible to state the rmximam load
for battc . but it is first necessary to ascertain representative
patte.m oi -of a..ctivity. Metabolic and other studies of men on nanoeuvre
mi~ght roel S ~4 oo guidance.

90. it i- ne•-:ssary to remember that the data we have discussed (paras.28-78)
do not i') fr.- f,,ly t: riuming but to fast walking. It seems likely that at
the sl'ae, at "'..:h one naturally breaks into a trot, running is less costly
than t.ýlkin" : the san.- speed. The relationship between load and metabolic
co-.t ri:, O-z..i.,A ',e oe a different sort for running as opposed to walking,
althnu$ rh . ".onu.i saem to be no reliable evidence on this point.

91. It in . Nn'tle that the efiects of psychological stress may have such
prci'oun?. "hysict! %fecs namely, upon the pituitary-adrenal system. From
work rJ,;:- o.-L t CIdone (Davis and Taylor, 1954), it is certain that soldiers
who lavc livel "'ou,"h a battle are hig)hly "stressed"% i.aXlmrin metabolic
out-jut. n ., rtanbolic reserves, are probably greatly affected in such
st.".es. It -2ý.e comrzon experience of zmn undergoing parachute training
that 'fhyzi. ",-•.atL._' prevents more than two or at the most three jumps
per day cv•r•..t.0 traý_-ing period, although the actual physical work done is
probab)ý- no". at -11 l.-3e. Here again the inference can be dram that
M7ur'wi. mt,.*C "u+•t is reduced by virtue of the psycholoGical stress.

.92. . rom al these considerations it is obvious that the physiologist is
not. at r..sv•t L- c position to recom•nmrl any particular load, althoug~h the
hi:Storftn rc'-, b? 1'z a setter position to do so (Lothian, op. cit. ). The
leas'n r-' hý.-,'rv is that a soldier's load tends to increase gradually as he
or -ds xipex..ors coter for more and more remote contingencies. Then, by
vir.ýue W o:, t!strophic defeat by a more lightly equipped and fleeter enenm,
or sor•. 'evokAti-on in thought, he virtually strips, and casts off all but
th' bare necesax.L.Js, end the process is then repeated.

- 14 -



CCECUISICKS

93. Ths following aro the major oonclusionat-
(a) A re-appraisal of the experimental data of previous

workers indicates tLht there is an approximately linear

relationship between the calorific expenditure on the
one hand, and the weight of subject plus load on the
other (Fig.9). The 'slope' of this relationship varies
considerably with the rate of marching.

(b) The relationship between velocity of marching and calorific
,exenditure is non-linear, and is such that the latter
inoreases rapidly for increases in velocity above about 3 mph.

(a) An&lysis of all individual experimental data which could be
gathered from the literature shows that the relationship
between enoro'7 expenditure, load, body weight and velocity of
horisontal marching is best doscribed by the following
equation:-

oC - 0.0083 (10 + VW+ L) Q

Where

uC a energ expenditure in "3rLdnj kilocalories (kilocalories
above basal)

W - body weight in kilograms

L - lead in kilograms

e - 2.72

V a rate of marching in metres per minute.

(d) The quantities involved in the above relationships show that,
in general, it is metabolically jore economical to reduce
velocity than load. It is important to romember however
that calorific expenditure is not necessarily at all syn-
onymous with 'fatigue'.

(e) Experimental work towards finding a ullitarily doeirable
method of carrying loads so as to involve the least energy
expenditure has been f ronoentary, unsystematic, and incon-
clusive.

(f) Theri are insufficient data on the effect of different
gradients, terrains, moteorological conditions ind psycholo-
gical states to enable any realistic assessment to be made
of the energ' cost of marching under military conditions.

(g) Thera is insufficient evidence regarding the maximum calorific
ex-enditure u'hich can be kept up Zor various periods or time
to warrant any such maximum raasonible outputs to be adoptad
for planning purposes.

(h) There are virtually no quantitative data on the activities
of soldiers in battle, on which to bass any reasonable plqns
for an optimum weight for fiý.hting order.

- 15-
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9;. As there are com Indications theat human phyical oneolgy to limited,It n considered that more attention should undoubtedly be paid to its con-

sowation, particularly in battle. A slow rate of marching W well result
in a longer days march, for example. Reducing the speed of movement is
even more important thzn reducing the load of the soldier,at least from the
point of view of energy consumption. When military training in under review,
this aspect might be thought worthy of consideration.

S9•. Further research is necessary before recommendations can be made
regarding optimum or maximum loads and it is su.ested that such research
should proceed along the following linost-

(a) The linearity of the relationship between body weight plus
load, and calorific expenditure, should bu submitted to
further experimental enquiry. The cost in torms of energy
exendituro for various speeds should also be determined.
During such investigations method of carriage and other
ex erimental conditions should be standardized and specified.
This may be boat done on a treadmill but the roiative cost of
treadmill and road walking would have to be Oetermined.

(b) Experimental work should proceed towards providing a rational
basis for recommending the manner in which loads should be
carried.

(a) The er'fect of different gradients, terrains, meteorological,
psychological and tr•.ining conditions should bo investigated.

(d) Research should be initiated, aimod at finding out whether it
is possible to reco~nend a maximum level for energy expenditure
in marching and in running, beyond which the soldier should not,

•os far as planning is concerned, be asked to exert himself.

(e) !Metabolic studies are needed of soldiers on manoeuvre and under
marching and fightinG conditions which are as realistic as
possible.

96. This review seems to indicate that the use of simple units of energy
expenditure is often preferable to the more abstract criteria of "efficiency"
which have often been used.
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ii ~Appendix A

Suizmar of Experimental Data of Various Authors

. i. This Appendix contains in tabular form the experimental results
which have been presented graphically elsewhere in this report and which
were used in the curve-fitting procedure outlined in Appendix B.

A.2. The data are unselected except that one or two authors have been
euitted because their results were unknown to the writers at the time the
present study was made.

A-3. All the experiments were made in temperate climates on -bult ý:al human
subjects walking on the level, loads being carried on the back.
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.78 3.253 .0310 0.52 2.17
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Reference Subject rleight Height Surface Resting CondAtions Rate Load Post-
Area mtbol- of absorptive

|n •(PA)
or.

After meal
(AM)

T~p Cm Sqiare Kilo- eotres K
metres calor- (m.

iesdn

atheart & A 78.2 174.,6 1.91+ 1.9 AM Level road 91.4. 15.3 AM
Orr (Lying)1~i a a a • a a a AM

,, • a a " " a PA
a n a a a a PA
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" " .872 U a 3 PA

• " a a a AM
" " "101 a AM
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D " 6&.i 173.4 1.77 1.28AM Level road 91.4 20.5 M
"" a -1 91-.4 I AM
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"" 1.13M a PA
a a a a a a PA

a a a a a a PA
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,, a r, a " a " PA
a a . a a a PA

if o.o 168.2 1,68 1.I5PA Level road 91.4. 15.3 AM
It" " " A 20o AN

a a ** a 20.5 AM
a. a a a at a AM

U C .a a, a, 25.0 AM
,, ., aa a a AM

IIII•I I tA
/P



(9 0 ý1 2) 03 (14_)_(15

R.Q. Rte of Worklq;- Workig warkd~n- Working- Workcing-
total Kilo-Cal- %Klo- grm-oaloriea X11o-0al- Mio-
eergy crnes ce ualriec per horizon- cries per calories
erpenditwe square per tal metre - horizontal expended

mtro Ki3lD&" xilognm metre - per
ilcaaUper of body (Total Ailo1oz ndmte
jmn. rzite weight weighlt of (od

o. 6.56 2.77 0,069 o.63 .003%~ 5.37

0.8 5.96 2.46 0.061 0.56 .0031,1 4.77
0.73 7.31,. 3.17 0.079 0.61 .00269 6.15
0.74 6.64 2.81 0.070 0.51, .00239 5.4.5
0.82 7.22 3.11 0.077 0.59 .00261, 6.03
0.76 6.89 2,91, 0.073 0.56 .002149 5.70
.82 5.10 3.02 0.092 0.70 .00226 4.23
183 4.28 2.144 0.074. 0.56 .00182 3.41
.85 5.47 3.19 0.097 0.73 .00238 4.46
.92 4.58 2.55 0.078 0.59 .00191 3.57
.91 5.52 3.22 0.058 0.74 .0mi4 4.51
.92 5.46 3.18 0.097 0.73 .00257 4.45

4. 69 2.63 0.080 0. 61 .00196 3.68
.82 5.52 3.32 0.101 0.72 .002%, 4.65
-.85 7.32 4.61 0.140 0.99 .0=22 6.45
.9 5.81 3.43 01,. 0.74..01 4.80
.93 5.04 3.38 0.103 0.73 .00207 4.73
.*90 6.05 3.60 0.110 0.78 .00221 5.0M,
.901 5. 01 2.86 0.087 0.62 .00175 4.00
'.881 7.78 4.8%, 0.1V+7 1.0%. .00296 6.77
.90j 5.91 3.50 0.107 .796 .0021 4.90
.86 I6.06 3.61 0.110 .821 .00221 5.05
* 81*. 6.12 3.65 00111 .829 .0022w1. 5.11
0.80 5.89 2.56 0.66 0.56 .00258 4.83
0.89 5.8&1. 2.40 o.62 0.53 .0024,2 4.51g.
0: 0o :8 2:t, 0:62 0: :8 004

0.95 ,5.60 2.A4 0.67 0.56 OM02i " 432
0.96 5.83 2.57 0.71 0.59 .021W 4.55
.94 7.15 2.95 0.079 0.67 .00296 ' 5.55
.90 5.79 3.18 0.098 .755 0.0258 4.83
.911 5.%1, 3.28 .101 .781 0.0267 4.98
.90 5.88 3.24, .099 .772 0.0264. 4.92
.91 5.72 3.13 o096 .747 0.0255 4.76
.88 6.19 3.44 io06 .820 0.0280 5.23
.89 7.22 4.12 .126 .923 0,0275 6.26
.91 6.70 3.78 .116 .846 0.0252 5.74.
.88 6.61 3.72 .114 .833 0.0OI.8 5.65

0.87 5.871 2.71 .076 0.66 .0033 4.56
.93 5.871 2.71 .0a76 0.66 .0033 4.56
o95 6.09 2.85 .080 0.65 .0026 4.78
.95 6.311 2.98 .083 o.68 .0027 5.00
.94 6.211 2.92 .082 0.63 .0D21 4.90
.94 6.211 2.92 .082 0.63 .0021 4.90.
.95 6.111 2.86 .080 0.62 .0021 4.80

.9%, 6.18 2,90 0081 0.63 .0021 ".87



J~AV~IV* AS. .... . .(1)' (2) ( 4• •) (5) '• (6) ') (7) i

efeme 8ubJeot Weight Heighbt Surface Resting Conlitions Rate LaPM Post
metabo3, of abacptiLve

or
meal

Kilo Metres a

-~ ani ~ metres /uin g

Cat0m -tIa m 63.2 17.°6 1.7b 1.29AX Lvelroad 57.15 5.0 AM
h C=" - 5.0 AK

1919 10*0 AM

" " a a "15.0. PA

• a a a a 20.0 AM
S aI aI a a a a AM
S • • a * 73.5 5.0 AM
S a a a a a a, AM

• a a a a a iO.O AM
a • U • a aI a AM
S aI a a a a . ' AM
S a a, a a a, a AM

• a a a a a • a AM
"a a a a a a 15.0 AM
" " a a a a a PA"a a a a a 20,0 AM

0 a a a a a a AM
S a a a § 91.44 5.0 PA
"a a a a a 10.0 PA
" a a a a . a PA
" a a a a " 15.0. PA
a • a a a a a PA

"+ " " "" " ", PA
a a" a a "1 5.0 AM

a a a N a a o~o AM
• a a a *a a a AM

"a a a . a 15a 0 AM

a a a a a .20.0 Al

" a a a a 100.58 5.0 AM
1a a a a a a a AM

" a a a a a 10.0 AM

S "" a a a a 15,0 PA
t •a at a aI UI I



(10 (1 (12) 1'F3 . . .. {1•'- -- 5 -

0) 1) (12) (1 (10-4.) I
Rate of o•r xg- wr Worcdrng- Wo~rldn- .orklng-

Roll ttaIl Kilo- Kilo- Gzem-1a Kilo- Kilo-
eerg cc 1r1*s calories per honr- calorlea calories
Sexpsxliture per 3qu- per zontal mete per experzed'

are K o Kilogram ho per minte.
Kilo- Mete of boyf (Total wegt metro-
00 lotan/i~ e wigh of boVplus Kilogram

.91 3.62 1.32 .037 .598 .0081 2.33
.90 1409 1.59 .00, .718 .0098 2,80
.7 3.64 1.3. .037 .362 *.01 2.35
.86 3.39 1.19 .033 .502 .0037 2.10
.86 3.76 1.40 .039 .590 .0013 2.47
'.76 3.82 1.44 .040 .566 .0029 2.53
:.95 3,92 1.49 .042 .588 .0031 2.63
.94 4.05 1.57 .044 .58o .oo24 2.76
;-83 3.88 1.47 .041 .545 .0023 2.59
*.86 4.37 1.75 .049 .614 .0108 3.08
.87 4,31 1.72 .048 .602 i.0106 3.02
i.92 3.21 1.09 .030 .357 ..00, 1.92
.83 4.13 1.61 .045 .528 .0050 2.84.

S4.83 2.01 .06 .658 .0062 3.54
".71.4 4.76 1.97 .055 .645 .0061 3.47
,.85 4.46 1.80 .050 .589 .0055 3.17
.96 4.60 1.88 .052 .576 .0039 3.31

-174. 4.82 2.01 .056 .614 .W41 3.53ý.94 4.81 2.00 .056 .576 .0031 3.52
ý.82 -4.58 1.87 .052 .538 .0029 3.29
."76 5.51 2.40 .067 .677 .0148 1.22

!.77 5.49 2.39 .066 .608 .0073 4.20
1.76 5.85 2.59 .072 .66o .0080 4.56
!.77 5.66 2.48 0.069 .611 .0051 4.37
..78 6.35 2.88 0.080 .708 .0059 5.06
.* 5.78 2.55 0.070 .628 .0052 4.49
.85 5.34 2.30 .064. .6;o9 0142 4.05
92• 5.26 2.26 .063 .66 .0139 3.97

"81 6.28 2.84 .079 0.76 .0055 4.99
.76 6.28 2.84 .079 0.76 .0055 4.99
.88 5.54 2.41 .067 0.63 .004I6 1.25
.90 5.18 2.21 .061 0.58 .0043 3.89
.89 5.58 2.44 .067 0.65 .0047 4.29
.86 5.38 2.32 .065 0.61 .001*5 4.09
8,8 5.71 2.51 .070 0.66 .O0+8 4.42
1.94 5.63 2.47 .069 0.61 .0032 4.Y4
o93 6.18 2.78 .077 0.64 .0026 4.69
,82 6.28 2.84. .079 0.66 .0027 4.99
.07 6.13 2.75 .070 0.71 0oo96 4.8%.
.89 6.31 2.85 .079 0.73 .0100 5.02
.88 6.37 2.89 .0•a 0.69 .0051 5.08
.86 6.47 2.38 .03* 0.70 .0051. 5.18
.79 6.74 3.10 .086 0.70 .0036 5.45
.96 6.50 2.96 .082 0.66/ .0035 5.21

/

/

\/

'K\



(1) (2) (3) (_) (5). (6) (-) (8)

Refer- Subject Weight Height Sur- Resting Conditions Rate Load Poet-
faoe MNtabol-R of %beory-
Area ism walk- tive

ing (PA)

After
coal

Kilo- Metre (AM)
Squire calories/ ain

ra Cm, metres mmin K

Cathcart M (contd.) 63.2 174.6 1.76 1.29 Marching 100.58 20.0 AM
& " to "t level " "

0rr 1919 " " I road 109.72 5 ""t If it of to 10 "
t o It H of It to .

It Of • tIto to
It I It H t H 20

,,H H .H,, H, . N

ft I to of 0 It 20 of
H9 I H t H H Ht H N.

"it " " " Doubling 146.30 10.0. ".
"" H " level " it It.
"t H H road " 15.0 "
"t H of It It 182.88 5.0 ".

It of it It it 11 - 10 0 t.It Ho to of I 1 0.0 t

"H H H H 0 It 0
H f to 00 H10 15.0 Ho 66.4 184.2 1.86 .98AM level 54.86 "

t to to U0 road, it 9 I
to it' - 0t It 82.29 26 it
t o H to I? - to 9 to"H H 00 0 " " 109.72 26 t

i H t It 0t to . 9 of

o N 60.0 160.1 1.67 1.19AM " 54.86 26 "
H H 1 i0 t ItIt 0 . 9
"H H H 0 " 82.29 26 11
It 0 0 00 -of • of . 9 it

"o Is 00 if t0 109.72 9 t.

atheart Campbell 67.4 168 1.77 nk Marching 91.4 23.55 AM
t a, level floor
923 ,,. H 0, ,, lab. 0" 26. 9 ANto H of It if •, 33.3 Am

" H 00 00 Marching 109.7" 23.5 5 AN

level floor
/0lab 269".""26. AM

N H H N 00 " 33.3 AN
"H 0 " " 73-15 23.5 AM
Hi H0 26.96 a
Ho H t0 000 33.3 ;,M

nk-
not
known

N-..
N.\ •



!; ... '9) Y (10) (11) k12) 73T •l.)(•
10(5 -3) (15 -ý 1) 15 ) (00 -1)

Rae f orkLg- Worki% (7zW( I Woring-.
R.Q. total X1.o.- KMlo- Workig- WtI: M- Ki•o-

emergy oalo1ies calozrie gram-calries X120- oalorloexperd- per per per hcrizont- oeal•das oxyedeL
iture square Kilogrom al metre - per ho,.- per

Kilo- tre of body Kilo~am zontal metre mriute
a per weight (Total wefght j-Kilogam
/~ zminte of body I (od oCray)

plus load) I

.90 7.49 3.52 .098 C.74 .0031 6.20

.81 7.36 3.45 .o96 0.73 .0030 6.07

.91 6.93 3.20 .089 0.75 .0103 5.64

.87 3.23 .198 0.71 .0052 5.68

.979 7.01 3.25 .090 0.71 .0062 5.72

.883 813. 4.66 .115 0.88 .oo64 7.05
.82 7.85 3.73 I04 0000 1.
.87 7.15 .093 0.73 .0053 5.86
.96 7.70 3.64 .101 P.75 .0039 6.41.

2 1 7.90 3.76 .104 ).72 .0030 6.61
.81 8.33 4.00 .111 0.77 .0024 7.04
.72 10134 5.14 .143 0.35 .0062 9.05
.81 11.49 5.79 .161 0.95 .0070 10.20
.98 12.15 6.17 .172 0.95 .0050 10.86
.77 13.13 6.73 .187 0745 .0129 11.84
•79 12.53 7.85 .219 1.11 .0151 13.82
.92 12.91 6.39 .178 0.84 .0062 11.24
.86 13.01 6.66 .0c5 0.8e .0064 11.72
.81 12.62 6.44 .179 0.85 .0016 11.33.•96 13.87 7.15 .199 0.88 .0046 12.58

nk 2.76 0.96 .0268 0.35 .00124 1.78
2.26 0.69 .019 0.71 .0026 1.28

"4-43 1.86 .052 0.45 .0016 3.45"I 3-73 1.48 .041 0.44 .0037 2.75
"t . 't. 28 3.39 .095 ).62 .0022 6.3o
It" 5.68 2.59 .071 0..57 .0047 4.69

1.47 0.168 . .074 .00056 0.28" 3.6o 1.44 .040 .34 .0011 2.416"" 2.59 0.78 .022 .283 .0018 2.3066" "4.58 2.05 .056 .45 .0034 3.39

n~k rk 2.50 .. 165 .531 .00204 4.42i

2.36 0.062 .484 .00169 4.18
""2.67 0.070 .513 .00155 4.720nk " 4.46 O. 117 .791 .00305 7.89

"1 " 4.42 0. 116 .756 .00265 7.82
"It 4.65 0.122 .746 .00225 8.233

"""1.43 0.0.)9 .262 .00152 2.616
"I It i .51 0.0-.9 .258 .015 2.666

" " 1.76 0.046 .262 .00128 31"118



Appx. A_____- ~1
(1) (2) (3) (4 ) (6) (7) (8)

loferen.e Subject Weight Height Surface Resting Conditions Rate Load Post-
area metebol- of absorptive

i, wal,,ne (PA)
or

Liter meal("IL)
Kilo- Metres

Square calories /in
- Kma Cm Ketres I/mi r/min -Kom

athoart Campbell 67.4 168 1.77 nk Marching %.9 23.59 AM
it al level floor
923 lab"U N N N U N" 26.96 ""* U N " N " 33.3

" .U " N N 91.7 17.31 N

"N N U U " N 20.67 N

U N N U N N24-09 N" " N" N N N 27.45
S. ..... 30.86.

S..N. N N N •34.25
"N N " N N U 38.64
" " N N N N +41.03
"U N N " " ,44.41 N

" U 67.4 168 1.77 nk I.fter mar hing 91.7 17.31 AM

at least one
hour"- U N I" U N N 20.67 N

"N N N N " N 24.09 "
S.N..N. 27.45

S N.N.N.. 30.86 N
N . ..... N 34.25 N
S N. NN.N. 38.64
"N N N" N N •41.03 N

N U NN N N 44-41 N

" tRichardson 70.3 174.5 1.85 nk Marohing 91.6 17.81 AM
level floor

lab"N U N N U N 21.35 N
N N N. N. N 24.88 N
N N N " N N 27.9 N
N: N N N " N 32.0 N

"U U " N 34.7
U, ,, N 1N N 39.0

N N NN N N 42.0 N
. .N...N.N L460.
N . ... N N " 17.4 N
" N N1 N N U 20.9 N

S N N N 24.9
U U NN N. N 28.4 N
S N N1 - N iN !31.95 N

U N N " N N 35435 N
N N " N N " 39'.00 N
N. .. N.N.N 42.5 "
, N 1.N " 91.4 249 ,

S" 27.9 "
,, N N N N " 31.9
"N N N N 109.7 24.9
"N N N N N N !27.9 N
U N N - . r " " 31.0 "
- N N N N 73.15 24.9

nk
not known
II



(9) O (10 (11) ..'(12) (13) (1 W (l15"

(15 * 3) (15 1 1) & ) (1__.) (10-4)
SQ. Rate of Working Working Worldn"- Working-. Wor]n.total ilo- .Kilo- €a-c:-lorios Kilo- loenergy calories calories por horizon- , clories calories

ex•enditure per per t1l :inetre - per expended
square Kilo6frEu :ilot-ram horizontal perKilo- netre oe of body (Total wei:•t .,otre- minute

calories uinute weighz of body Xilogram
/min plus load) (Load only

nk 2 * 0.93 0.024 .. 165 .00127 1.648

"1.18 0.03t1 .201 .0014.1 2.088"1.34 0.035 .215 .00130 2.370
"2.68 .0705 .61 .0030 4.75
2.67 .0702 .59 .0025 4.73
2.54 .0667 .54 .0020 4.49"2.92 .0765 .59 .0020 5.16"2.98 .0784 .59 .0019 5.28
"3.24 .0852 .62 .0018 5.74."3.16 .0831 .576 .0016 5.60"3.45 .0907 .614 .0016 6.11

U U 4.00 .1048 .690 .0017 7.07

nk nk 2.44 .0640 .557 .0027 4.32

"2.53 ..0664 .554 .0024 4.47" "2.62 .0689 .553 .0021 4.64
"2.48 .0650 .504 .0017 4.38" "2 69 .0706 .528 .0017 4.76

" " 2.96 .0075 .561 .0017 5.23"U 3.22. .0844 .585 .0016 5.69" "3.49 .0917 .621 .0016 6.18

nk 2* 2.05 0.054 0.47 .00233 3.80

1W U 2.23 0.059 0.49 .00211 4.12" " 2.28 0.060 0.48 .00185 4.22" " 2.36 0.062 0.49 .00171 4.37
U U 2.57 0.068 0.51 ,00162 4.76" " 2.77 0.073 0.53 .00161 5.13"" 2.73 0.072 0.51 .00141 5.05" " 2.99 0.079 0.54 .00144 5.53

3.32 0.088 0.58 .001%6 6.15" 2.48 0.065 0.57 .00288 4.591W " 2.30 0.061 0.51 .00223 4.26"" 2.46 0.047 0.52 .00200 4.55
" 1W 2.43 0.064 0.50 .00173 4.49" U 2.89 0.076 0.57 .00183 5.36" U 2.90 0.076 0.56 .00165 5.37
" " 3.18 0.084 0.59 .00165 5.89-
" " 3.07 0.082 0.50 .00146 5.68" U 2.59 0.068 0.55 .00211 4.80"" 2.50 0.066 0.52 .00181 4.62
U " 2.81 0.074 0.56 .00178 5.19
" " 4.19 0.110 0.74 .00284 7.75" " 4.35 0.115 0.75 .00263 8.05

"" 1.54 0.040 0.41 .00156 2.84

Ii U



Amp. A AI ,

IIki) (2) 3) M 5) k6) (7) (8)

Ref enae S eobjO Welgit Height Surface Reating onditions Rate Loa Post-
SatLbof Dbaorptive

mvialking (PA)
or

Aftermea

$qum ar olar- n

Riohoar PAharduc 70.3 274.5 1.85 nk Ineil3oweb 73.15 27.9 AM
"a" 31.9
1993 U 3 54.9 24.9

" " "a 27,9 "" " " 3109

07i*l7 3 67.7 1.80 1,20 Horizotal 93.87 Z0
et & redmil1953 labe

O U U U 14.8"U t it u " 20.88
"O " "tU "" 2 7 .6

U U U t U 34, It
68.2 174 1.82 1.21e 93.87 ZERO

"I, N Pt "i N " 14. "
"O t U "t Pt "~ 20.88 "
"It " " " 27.69 "
" " 34"50 "

6 . 85.5 I6 3.72 1.3I0 Horizontal 93.87 ZERO
Treadmill

lab.
U U N PP . if 24.07 "
"t U " "" " 20.88 "
"U Pt U " "t 27.69 "
"N U U " " "i 34.50

76.4 167 1.86 1.21? Horizontal 93.87 ZERO
Treadmill

lab
"t " 14.07"P I "I "t " U 20.88 "

"IF T It I It N 27,69 U
" . It " " P 3 4 .5 0 •

U 90.0 179 2.11 1.41e Horizontal 93.87 ZERO
TreadIIlI

lab.

IF Ut U Nit 14*07 N
"U "5 U t U U " 20.88 "
"U U N" " "t " 927.09 0

5 It It ItN 34.50 to
D 66.5 168 1.75 1.18' Horizontal 93.87 MEMO

2readod.IT
lab.

"N i t I " " 14.07 "
"U "f U " U I" 20.88 N

" I It It " "'27 . 8 9 "IF 3 4*e50 It

2 Calculate
from U
assuming
nozual



(9) (1) ... (11 i(12) (03) o1)wt5

(05 3) (15.1) ( ) (- ) (o-•

R.Q. Rate of Working- Working- W.orking- Working- Working-
total Kilo- Kilo- grma-calories Kilo- Kilo-
energy calories calories per horizon- calories calories

mupenditure per per tal metre- per expended
square Kilogram Kilogram horizontal per

Kilo- metre of body (Total weight metre- minute
S,(Ki.logram.oalories mie weight I oT ~ I Klga

/=inir te plu"s (Load onily)~I- -
S14 nk 149 0.039 0.358 .0034 2.75

" "1.77 0.047 0.44 .00141 3.28
1.06 0.028 0.38 .00144 1.97
1.25 0.033 0.43 .00151 2.32
1.29 0.*04 0.42 .00235 2.38

.080/ 4.61 0.78 .021 ,22 00 3.41.

0 3.18 2.20 .059 0.51 .00300 3.96
* 5.23 2.23 .060 0.48 .00206 4.03

5096 2.64 .070 0:53 .00183 4:76
7,24 3,35 .089 0.63 .00186 6.04
4*60 1.86 .050 0,53 00 309"a 5.36 2.28 .061 0.54 .00314 4.15"0 5.79 2.52 .075 0.55 .00234 4.58

"6.10 2.69 .072 0.545 .00276 4.89
" 8.87 3.1.1 .083 0.59 .00175 5.66

.O8qe 4.87 2.3163 .057 0.58 O0 3.72
3 , "

"4.91 2.19 .057 0.50 .0028 3.76
" 5.86 2.74 .072 0.58 .0024 4.71
" 8.67 3.21 .064 0.63 .0021 5.52

"7.04 3.43 .090 0.63 .0018 5.89
" 5.62 2.37 .058 0.61 00 4.41

" 5.86 3.50 .061 0.55 .0035 4.65
"6.60 2.90 .071 0.59 .0028 5.39

"6.68 2.94 .072 0.56 .0021 5.47
8.09 3.70 .090 0.66 .0021 6.88

'" 5.78 2.06 .048 0.52 CO 4.35

8 8.17 2.28 .053 0.49 .0036 4.76
0 7.33 2.81 .066 0.57 .0050 5.92
" 7.78 3.02 .071 0.56 .02C5 6.37
" 8.49 3.36 .079 0.61 .0022 7.08
S4.77 2.06 .055 0.58 00 3.61,

a 5.15 2.28 .060 0.53 .0030 3.99
". 5.43 2.44 . C64 0.52. .0022 4.27
"a 5.81 2.66 .070 0.5.3 .0018 4.,6
" 6.87 3.26 .086 0.60 .0018 5.71

tobe
0.80



oAI)px.A ~

efterenoe Subject Weight Height Surfaca Resting Conditions Rate Load Post-
mloabol- Of ob(PA)

or
tor utoal

Kilo1- (AM)oW
Squ,.we can )" 7)in

- 4 CM m etrea %in K
Daniels n.o.1 63 16 1.70 116 oadlvel 93.87 20.91 nlcat &1 11IF i TreadMil 93.87 20.9 "t953 horizontalIF Coto 80 178 1.92 1.31 Road 93.87 20.9 nkIt * IF IF it Tr. "ill It 01 If

x.i. 67 170 1.78 1.22 Road" fIit of If of of Tr. 11ill IF IF to
R.d. 62 170 1.68 1.15 Road OF oIt of of t Tr. Uill it 1110 Ha. 75 169 1.86 1.27 RoadIFt

Ist 
it I$-a. 72 172 1.85 1.26 Road

Iit t to Tr. Mill of I
14. 51 167 1.31. 1.00 Road i

11 0 ~Tr. 2i11It IB.61 170 1.70 1.16 RoAd love]~
Ito Iof Tr. Jill it IFW.0 72.2 1'80 1.91 1.31'X Treadmill 67.06 11.35 to

it horizontal.
laboftI f 0fi 93-87 it

OF I f 134.11 11 tfIff fto it it 67.06 18.1To P.a. 70.8 1 ,76 1.86 1.27 67061.3
IF of 93.87 IF

of It It 134.11 If o
it fý it67.06 18,11 OfLoRa. 73.1 180 1'92 1.31' t 67.06 11.35 ff

i tI 1 Iit 93.87 ot.ftoIff f i t 134.11 W t
IF ft It ft it of 6 . 6 1 . f oIt P.q. 69.5 172 1.81 1.23 x t 67.06 1.

to 19 i IV of 93.87 " i
134.11 Itofto of 11to 67.06 18.1 It

nk - not known
x - Estimated from S.A., ass uming norma~l-B..R.
* - Assumed



(9) (1o) (11) (12) (1T 5)
(15 1" 3) (15 ". 1) 11 (1)71x ) (0 -w):

LQ. Rate of Working- Woriing- Working- Working- Working-
total Kilo- Kilo- gram.calories Kilo- Kilo-

nergyr calories calories per horizon- calories calories
nditure per per tal metre - per expendled

square Kilogram Kilogram horizontal per
Kilo- aetre per of body (Total weight metre- minute

calories minute weight of body KilogrZm
/min plus load) (Load o

M.80e 6.55 3.17 .086 0.68 .0027 5.39
5.89 2.78 .075 0.60 .0024 4.73

"7.19 3.06 .074 0.62 .0030 5.88
"7.02 2.97 .071 0.60 .0029 5.71
"6.75 3.11 .083 o.67 .0028 5.53
"6.11 2.74 .073 0.59 .0025 4.89
"6.84 3.39 .092 0.73 .0029 5.69
"5.60 2.65 .072 0.57 .0023 4.45
"7.31 3.25 .081 0.67 .0031 6.04
"6.95 3.05 .076 0.63 .0029 5.68
"6.55 2.85 .073 0.61 .0027 5.29
"6.48 2.82 .073 0.60 .0027 5.22

" 5.95 3.21 .097 0.73 .0025 4.95
" 5.82 3.13 .095 0.72 .0025 4.82

"7.65 3.82 .106 0.84 .0033 6.49
6.57 3.18 .089 0.70 .0028 5.41

.8d' 4.361 1.597 .0423 0.54 .0040 3.051

"5.921 2.414 .0639 0.59 .0043 4.611
" 12.13 5.66 .1499 0.97 .0071 10.82

"" 4.201 1.51 .0400 0.48 .0024 2.391
"4.618 1.30 .0473 0.61 .0044 3.348
6.107 2.60 .0633 0.63 .0045 4.837

" 11.19 5.33 .1401 0.90 .0065 9.920
"4.72 1.85 .0487 0.51 .0028 3.450
"4.97 1.91 .0501 0.65 .0048 3.66
"6.528 2.72 .0714 0.66 .0049 5.213

12.58 5.87 .1542 0.99 .0074 11.27
" 5.05 1.95 .0512 0.61 .0031 3.74

"5.07 2.12 .0553 0.71 .0051 3.34
6.52 2.92 .0761 0.70 .0050 5.29

"14.18 7.15 .1863 1.19 .0085 12.95
"5.068 2.12 .0552 0.65 .0032 3.838



i " (4" (('''' ( ) •5) (b) (7) 0u)

ie•.e". J' .,t,,..W÷ it '1c•:.., Surf•ac Resti:g Condit- Rate Load Post.rea ietabol- ions Of ab

meaI ,(AU)
Ro umr Sq'iare Ki.local- ye~e~

* I f i' •,D

E ht ::r" -I ni "T•k": nk level 62.7 8.8

" : " road 75.2 11.0
0.0" 81.5 12.3

f "75.4 12.3
"I" " "' ft 68.1 16.0'! " " " 76.9 16.o
i : " " 69.7 28.2

I; It 76.8 28.2I " ' " " "" " 70,4 27.0
I 7".3 27.0

" 7 "75.2 5.2
89.1 4.9I f 78.1 30.8

" 'ft75.2 30.8

I Hur3 8 >nk ~'. nil. Lovel 53.6 13.2
r 'oead 87.7 13.2

If 74*.9 144."If .. . " • O 14+.4

S'I, 72.7 28.03
It " .6 28.03

S... . .. It 58.2 3.85
" ,t I 385

If 821. 3.85"
" " ::" " 76.9 13.2

" ... t 93,3 13.2

tT I.7.9 11.9
S.7 11.9

68.6 26.4
73.7 2(.4

I

I

I I



(1513) (15 "-) (t15 ) ( 15) (10"))

Rate. Et of total Work:Lng- Working- Working- Workng- Working-
energy expand- Kilo-cal- Kilo-coalor- gram-481carte Kilo-calr- Kilo-
Ituie crles per ies per per borzon- is per hori- calories

square Kilo6om or tal metre- zontal mr expended
Kilocaloriof/ metre per body weigM Kilogram Kilogram per
Sminute (Total welit (Load only) minute

of body
plus lood.)

0.719 nk nk .o7 0.658 .00536 2.96
0.778 " .064 0.683 .0046 3.30
0.7.4 .0616 0.694. 1 004.25 4.26

S0.801 * " .06L4 0.669 .0041 3.80
0.776 * .0557 0.580 .00322 3.51
0.773 : * .0643 0.592 .0033 4*05
0.850 .056i 0.553 .00182 3.-5
0-834 .0693 0.623 .00263 4.o37
0.799 " .0549 0.546 .00182 3.46
0.744 " .0591 0.556 .00186 3.72
0.887 " .0152 0.555 400731' 2.35
0.807 .0599 0.623 .00864 3.77
0.703 " .0630 0.542 .00165 3.97
0.712 9 .0581 0.519 .00158 3.66

0-6 " .0•72 0.582 _ __.00358 2.53
0.782 o .o693 0.662 .00•o07 4.71
0.833 .044 0.445 .00278 2.99
0.759 " .0514 0.529 .00303 3.49
0.859 .0589 0.573 .00196 4.00
0.866 .0616 0.569 .00195 4.19
0.809 .031 0.50t+ .00942 2.11
0.792 .0399 0.494. 00922 2.71
0.729 .04.53 0.521 .0o972 3.08
0.835 " .065 0.707 .0o036 4.42
0.885 .0819 0.734 o-.0452 5o57
0.726 o a .0665 0.726 .00488 4.52
0.697 .0765 0.796 .00536 5.20
0.762 K .0596 0.627 .00221+ 4.o6
0.797 .0618 0.603 .0o216 4,20

Li{



ARMz. A --

(1) () (3) (4) (5) (6) i(7) (S

Reference Subject Weight Height Surface Resting Conditions Rate Load Poet-
Area Ketabol- of absorptive

i walking (PA)
or

.fter meal

Kilo-
Square calories fietroe

- Cm metres /min /rmin K
TWig 62.6 nk nk level track 126 13.5 nk

1911 " "116.6 "ViemVinna 10t.8 "

"152.5
"102.13

" "" 72.3

Aring Reichell 84.3 nk nk nk level track 100.8 16.0 nk
1911 in 6.4 "9

Vienna " " 94.8 " N. . . .. 95.2
N .. . . .. N 95.2 ""N N " " I? " 75.9 " "

N N N N59.3 It

Dung Ko1aner 81.2 nM nk nk level track 100.9 13.0 nk
in " " 105.2 "I

Vienna " I 100.0 " O
"" 100.4 " IF

"if "f "~ "f N N 69.2"I Nt " " N 62. 4"f N . .if.67.0

!t. .. ... 66.4 I I
"N N N " " " 49.2 .2

iunig Rainer 62.4 Ik nk nk level track 91.3 13.0 nk
1911 i" " "f "S N 88.8

Viezum " N" 90.4
N. . . . ..N88.8 " "
"i "f "f N "f " 115.8 "
N.. .. ..N 76.9 " "
"I i N N N " 72 " "

129.5



(9) (10) (1) (12) (13) (14) (15)
(14 . 3 ) (1.5-- 1) ,• 7•. ) (0•

R.Q. Rate of Working- Working- Woriking- Working- Working-
total Kilo- Kilo- gram-calories Kilo- Kilo-
energy calories calories per horizon- calories per calories

expenditure per per tal metre- horizontal experded per
square Kilogram kilogram metre- minute

metre per of body (total weight kilogram
Kilo- minute weight of body (load only)

calories plus load)

0.920 4 i nk .i125 0.735 .00414 7.05
0.877 ' .0889 o.628 .00355 5.57
0.874 a " .1472 0.854 .00482 9.21
0.851 a .1891 1.023 .00598 11.87
0.804 a .0676 0.543 .00306 4.23

"" 0.743 a a .0693 0.559 .00315 4.34
0.759 a a .0527 0.517 .00292 3.30
0.758 a a .0471 0.536 .00302 2.95

0.893 hk nk .066 0.550 .00345 5.56
0.860 v a .0669 0.583 .00366 5.64
0.867 a a .0625 0.554 .00347 5.27
0.857 a " .063 0.556 .00349 5.31
0.858 a " .0645 0.570 .00357 5.144
0.844 a a .o46 0.510 .0032 3.88
0.855 .0363 0.514 .00323 3.06

0.784 1* nk .0744 0.635 .0046 6.03
0.873 a " .1131 0.642 .00672 9.19

S0.891 " a .0765 0.659 .00478 6.21
0.874 a a .0763 0,654 .00474 6.19
0.763 " .043 0.535 .00388 3.49

. 0.751 " a .0407 0.561 .00407 3.30
0.725 .0435 0.560 .00406 3.53
0.818 a .0456 0.591 .00429 3.70
0.776 " .0309 0.542 .00393 2.51

0.816 nk nk 0638 0.578 .00335 3.98
0.857 .0613 0.571 .00331 3.82
0.829 " .0638 0.5564 .0339 3.98
0.820 a .0609 0.567 .00329 3.80
0.793 " .1080 0.772 .0O448 6.74
0.724 " .0556 0.533 .¢0348 3.47
0.806 a .0306 0.538 .00311 1.91
0.866 a .1491 0.954 .00554 9.31

/ _



ADSM.A

(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (7) (8) 1
Refer- Subject Weight Height Sur- Rasting Condi- Rato Load Poet-

once face Metabol- tions of absorp-
ism walking tivo

(PA)
or

After
heal.

Square Kilo- (Al)
metros calories/ Motros/

KWI C1 3 nin ,tin -

Levol
treadmill

.eneiat 1 72.3 180 1.22 8.12.13 79.7 zero P.1.
and (A.,.0. 72.1 "1 15.12.13 74.2 "

•Amoh- " of 75.6 "
bauer 76.3 "
1915 " 76.3 "

"72-5 " " 16.12.13 75.1 " it
"i "76.7 of
" "77.6 "
" 72.82 " 17.12.13 75.0 " o
"1 "76.4 It
"if "f if if 78.1 "

/f if i78.6 "
" 74.76 " 18.12.13 75.3 "" o f I f 76.4 " "

"Of " ""76.7 " "
""i 76.9 it to

" 74-.17 " 19.12.13 76.1 "o

"I "77.9 "I

"78.3 "o
" I IV It 78.7 " t"I 74.31 " t 20.12.13 76.2 "

" if it i 77.7 It It
"78.6 to

"I If if 78.9 i o
" 73.77 " If 22.12.13 76.3 " "
" " " " 65.9 " "

"" 77.4 it it
"it " 67.5 to It

" 73.75 IV 23.12.13 75.9 "i
"1 ""66.4"i t " 76.9 " IV

"" i tf 66.4 If
" 72.96 " " 27.12.13 78.4 "

if if , 65.2 "

"78.6 I I
""" 65.1 It

.1



(9) (0o) (11) (12) (13) •( )(5

I. Q. Rte of Workine- Working- 1.orking- roriong- "orkine-
total Kilo- Kilo- QXrm- Uilo- Kilo-
Ofl4Z& oalorios calories "-•or1o3 c.iories calories

expenditure per per Kilo- ,er hori- kor hori- oxponded
square gran of zontal ratre- rontal ustra ;oer
natre body Kilogram Kl oG-ar rnuto

Klo•- por weight (totwl

clre/ minute WrOL't (load.
of body only)

plus load)

0 .-8 46'.39 k r-0.438 o.550 i::!31

0.82 4.73 .0487 0.657 3.51
0.85 4.33 " 0431 0.571 "!3 110.84 4.24 " .0418 0.549 3.02

0.84 4.20 " 0413 0.542 "2.98o.86 4.30 " .0425 0.566 3.08
0.88 4.18 .0408 0.532 2.96

O.91 3.91 .0371 0.477 2.69
0-0.84 3 .9 .038 0.507 2.77

4.19 .0399 0.522 2.90
* 4.22 .0408 0.5-5 2.980o.79 4t3 to

S0.91 4.2 .0427 0.543 3.11
0.89 3.98 .0370 0.40 32.76
0.89 4.26" .0384 0.503 2.87

0.85 4.22 .041 0.52" 3.04

0.91 4.29 .0402 0.529 3.07

0.90 4.23 .0414 0.543 3.06

0.7 4.3 o4326 0.550 3.21
0.87 4.26 .041 0.525 3.04
0.87 4.26 .041 0.521 "304
0.64 4.00 .0374 0.491 2.78
0.13 4.28 .0412 0.530 3.06
0.79 4.43 " .0432 0.550 3.21
0.80 4.48 .0436 0.556 3.26
0.82 4.21 .0406 0.531 2.92
0.77 3.76 .0345 0.523 " 2.54
0.71 4.23 .0408 0.527 "2.01
0.76 3.74 .0342 0.506 " 2.52!0.83 4.03 ".0381 0.502 "2.81

0.80 4.514" .0316 0.476 "2.33

0.79 3.66 " " 0396 0.514 "2.92
0.7 366" 0331 0.498 "2.44

0.81 4.07 ".0391 0.498 "2. ý5
0.78 3.46 " 0307 0.471 "22ý4
0.78 4.07 " .0392 0.497 2.85
0.76 3.48 .031 c.476 2.26



Refetreno Subjeot Weight oight Surfaoc Routing.Conditions Rato Load Poet-

! 'or

metres calor- oin

is il I t

I level
troadnlll

Benedict 2 68.3 177 1.11 24.3.14 60.6 lero ?.A.
and (ll.A.F.) unoloth- " I 25.3.14 60.6 f"
Murmch- " ed " 26.3.14 62.7 If
bauser 72 eot b " 27.3.14 57.6"
1915 " " o 31.3.14 57.2"

"o t i "1.4.14 593•
" " 3.4.14 76.2

" " 6.4.14 57.8 "
of it to 56.8I

o ft it 56.0o '

of 9o it to 7.4-14 59.6 9 9
it it ft 99 of 58.2
" " " .8.4.14 76.1

o ofi if 77.6 ~ 9
of " 78.3 1/

too 9.4.14 59.3 99 9

"f of of 9i 10.4.14 77.3 "
to of of io 78.9 t9

~' 14.4.14 61.7 99 9
of to it I62.1
to it it :to 62.4 1
" 71.5 " 15.4.14 77.2
it If 9t I I tt 79.4 9

of it It 9 It 80.2
to it to-- 16.4-.14 61.9
to if 6 .It 3
If to o 61.8I

of ofof o 78.1 9
ft f t of t it 79.3
" 70.5 " 21.4.14 60.8 • "
"" 22.4.14 76.8"

of o 78.6 /
of to i 79.2. It o

of 23.41.14 61.1 '
ofo 24.4.14 76.4

it it 11 U 7 .
" 69.9 " 25.4.14 63.0"

6f 64.0 It of
" 70.5 " " 27.4.14 73.5 .

of of of 78.1 1. o
of of i t 28.4.14 78.2 o "

N. /



1771

(9) (10) (111 (12) (13) ....... 041 15

(15 :"3) (15 "1) (7••,•,., (') (10-4)

R.Q. Rate of Working- w'orkir~g- "forking- 7orking- Working-
total kilocalor- kilocalor- gram-cal Kilocalor- kilooalories
onergy i*s per ies por orios per ios per oxpondsd

expenditu square kilogr=mOf horizontal horizontal per minute
metre . body motre-kilo- .zotre-kilo-
per .uight grim(total I=a (load

minute iwtight o4)
of body

p~lus l.oad)ak Io-

oabl ries/
nin

0.81 3.74 n.k. .0385 0.603 0', 2.63
0.80 3.40 " .0335 0.525 I 2.29
0.86 3.42 .0338 0.512 " 2.31
0.83 3.15 .0298 0.492 2.04
0.85 3.27 .0316 0.525 2.16
0.81 3.36 .0329 0.5207 1 2.25
0.85 4.39 " .048 0.598 3.23
0.86 3.32 .0324 0.531 2.21
0.85 3.25 .0313 0.523 " 2.14
0.84 3.20 .0306 0.518 2.09
0.83 3.53 .0354 0.564 2.42
0.82 3.19 .0304 0.496 2.08
0.82 4.45 .0439 0.610 3.34
0.80 3.97 .0419 0.512 2.86
0.82 3.89 .0407 0.493 2.78
0.84 3.40 " .0335 C.536 2.29

0.82 3.20 .0306 0.494 2.09
0.81 3.36 .033 0.530 " 2.25
0.98 4.09 "t .0437 0.535 " 2.98
0.85 4.09 .0437 0.525 " 2.98
0.91 3.43 .034 0.523 " 2.32.
0.00 3.28 " .0318 0.436 ti 2.17
0.864 3.26 .0314 0.479 :' 2.15.
0.88 4.58 .0364 0.629 I 2.47
0.84 4.02 .0429 0.513 2.91
0.82 4.04 of .0432 0.511 2.93
0.88 3.16 " .0302 0.463 2.05
0.81 3.22 " .0311 0.474 2.11
0.84 3.21 " .031 0.475 2.10
0.86 4.36 " .0332 0.593 " 2.25
0.82 3.94 .0418 0.507 2.83
0.80 4.14 .0447 0.534 3.03
0.88 3.13 " .0302 0.471 " 2.02
0.85 3.91 .0419 0.517 2.80
0.79 3.97 " .0428 0.516 2,86
0.79 3.94 " .0424 0.507 2.83
0.83 3.27 .0323 0.501 2.1 6

0.80 3.79 " .0401 0.498 2.68
0.77 3.94 .0428 0.512 " 2.83
0.82 3.21 .0318 0.477 " 2.10
0.76 3.30 .0331 0.489 " 2.19
0.89 3.77 .0398 0.513 " 2.66
0.83 3.97 " .0428 0.519 2.36
0.86 4.04 " .0439 0.531 2,93

' ' '' • • I I I I I II I I I



Am=. A

(1) (2) (( 4 .. ) (T j (6) (7) (8)

Reference Subject Weight Height Surface Resting Conditions Rate Load Post-
Area Letabol- of absorptive

ism walking (PA)
or

Lter meal
(AM)

Kilo-
Square calories iotres

KM Cm metres /rmin /rain K_=m

'Benediot 2 70.5 177 1.11 23.4.14 79.8 zero PA
Saz (M.A.M.) " level 80.0 "
K'urach- f" " treadmill 80.7 "t
heuser " " to 80.4 to
1915 80.2 ""f " "" " 80.2 "

80.4 to o
"71.5 " 13.5.14 82.6 " "

"o to It "89.7 " t
to " " " " " 80.1 t to

t t 76.6 " t
It ftf 93.3 to

" "f It 91.9 "t
"71.7 ... 4.5.14 114.5 ""f ftt 109.1 " to

o f " " 1 0 2 . 2 " "
" to to 5.5.14 io6.o " "
" to t ... ' 102.6 " """ to to .. 103.6 " t
"to" . 6.5.14 140.7 " t

""I "it 139.6 i t" " " " " 142.9 " "
" 72.3 " " 10.5.14 145.5 " I

" to to "" 146.8 " "
"I it "... -146.6 " o"1 71.5 "o " 14. 5.1 146.4 " of

]mith 1 69.7 180 1.22 29.11.13 75.1 zero PA
1922 (A.J.0.) (unclothed) to" .1.2.13 76.0 1

"72.5 " t 76.6 It
" (clothed) " " 2.12.13 76.2 . ." 73.2 .. 76.8 "
" 72.8 " 3.12.13 76.5 It

"77.2 "
Sto 77.5 If

73.1 to of 4.12.13 77.7 " of
"of """77.7 " t

" t .... 78.2 of
" 72.5 " " 5.12.13 75.7 " o

"79.2
"79.0 "

"72.3 " 8.12.13 76.5 "
of If f It "78.6 to

"79.3 .t. .



9) (10) (11) (12) (13) •(• "(5(15- --.-- 3) (15-*- I
R.Q. Rate of Working- Working- Working- Working- Working-

total Kilo- Kilo- gram-oalories Kilo- Kilo-
energy calories calories per horizon- calories per calories

expenditure per per tal metre- horizontal expended per
square Kilogram Kilogram metre- minute

metre per of body (total weight kilogram
Kilo- mizute weight of body (load only)

-alories plus load)

0.85 3.99 nk .0431 0.512 Ce 2.88
0.80 4.06 .0142 0.523 2.95
0.80 4.4.12! .' _4 0.529 • 3.01
'0.77 4.401 " .01+93 0.580 1 3.29
0.77 4.71 .0443 0.524 2.96
0.79 4.14 .01+54 0.536 3.03
0.77 4.09 .0446 0.526 2.98
0.84 4.13 .0445 0.511 3.02
0.78 4.50 .0500 0.529 3.39
0.77 3.91 .o04.17 0.494 2.83
Q.76 3.75 .0389 0.482 .2.6"..
0.74 4.72 .0532 0.54.1 3.61
0.77 4.67 .0525 0.542 3.56
0.86 6.71 .08"2 0.682 5.60
0.90 5.7P .069 0.698 4.68
0.84 5.42 .0635 0.589 4.31
0.90 5.54 .0651 0.583 " 14.43
0.83 5.33 .0621 0.574 4.22
0.79 5.51 .064+7 0.592 4.40
0.92 10.23 .1341 0.90L, 9.12
0.87 10.38 A.362 0.926 9.27
0.79 10.91 .144 0.956 9.80
0.90 10.99 .1452 0.939 9.88
0.88 11.68 .1552 0.996 10.57
0.90 11.00 .1453 0.933 9.89
0.90 11.23 .1489 0.967 10.12

1.02 4.41 nk .0o458 0.586 ,, 3.19
0.81 4.10 .0414 0.523 " 2.88
0.81 4.35 .0449 0.564 3.13
0.74 4.03 .0404 0.509 2.81
0.82 4.10 .0409 0.512 2.88
0.81 4.07 .04o07 0.512 2.85
0.83 4.07 .04o07 0.507 2.85
0.80 4.19 " 0:25 0.526 2.97
0.79 4.19 .0425 0.523 2.97
0.79 4.22 .04.27 0.528 3.00
0.82 4.14 .0416 0.511 2.92
0.78 4.43 .046 0.585 3.21
0.85 4.50 .04.71 0.579 3.28
0.77 4.68 .04.96 0.604. 3.46
0.84 4.02 . .0o03 0.506 2.80
0.82 4.29 .0442 0.540 3.07i0.81 4,.27 " 0439 0.532 "3.05ifi

I.

• iU ii iPU



.Appu. A

(1) k2 .k ;) (4) (5) i(6) (7) (8)

Referwome SubJec reight Heit Surfaoe Resting Cca,• t- Ra e Wad Post
Area istabol- isrA of absorb-

ism ý.'a~k- ti" (PA)
lag or After

p 031 Square K.•ooll- Metres/ !g,
mtzies orieo/

tresAdzll
md•th LD.B. 57.0 173 1.68 1.20 9.10.15 57.8 Zero PAII If " of 56o4 " I

a if " " " 11.10015 560.3 5 "" ~ " "if "f 53.7 "
"" 0 11 13,10.15 55.8"f" o " 14.10.15 55o. of

It It 54.2 " "
S""54,1 t o

"15.10.15 55.4 to
"to of IF of It 54 3 If It" "" "53,6 0 of
" " " " 16.10.15 65,.2 of
I o , s 64.9 if

"65.0 of
"64.9 of

" of f of " 18.10.15 63.4 " o
"" " It 64.5 I m
"of it to of o64.4 o o"of Is " 0 64.8 of
"" "1 of 19.10.15 64.6 : it

"" " 64,1
"f 63.9 " "

"N " i 64.5 of to
"" " 20.10.15 64.6 of
"If of of of of 64.4 " i
"of to .1 If of 64,7 It
"of o " It of64.5 " "

to of " 64.7 " o
"f f 21.10.15 65.8 ." it

"63,6 of
"" o o 63.8 i of

of . f it o 64.35f i"F of of o 22.10.15 71.6 " "
"it of of it72.0 o "
"0 of 72.6 I o
" I o 72.4 of

" of 23.10..15 71,6" " "72 f,4 of "
it f if f f72f.2

N f i i r7 2 .6 of
" " 25.10, 25 72.5 of

"72.9
"73".0"f f ' 75,7 of To

" t If t 26.10.15 72.5 " 1
i if72.2 It if73.5of " oftf 72.9 o o

73.2 of
"" " 27.10.15 76,6 " 't

of I " ' "7 7 .0 of
" ""77.5"of of i 78.5 of
to of it t of



(2 fa 3) (1 .1) 1 i(i4

SI.Q. Rte of total WorkLng- Working- Workizn- Worki- work .

mor expend- Wio-<al- Kilo-calor- V=wam a Kilo-color- Kilo-
i.re cries per ise per per hozrim- in per hori- calories

squaw Kilogram of tal met'r- montal metre expnded
* Kilocalaries/ metre, per body veigt Kjlopam, j.LopamjS per

,ut -40 a (Total voi.Mt(Load only) Inute
of body

_ _ _Ta loam lan

80.74 346 1.5 .0393 0.681 2.24
' 0.78 U,15 1.21 .0356 0.682 2.o0

0.88 2,99 13113 .0328 0.583 8
0.77 2.98 1.108 .0327 0.608 "8
0.80 2.93 1.079 .0318 0.569 1.81
0.'79 2.80 1.0 .0295 0.533 1.88
0.76 2.85 1.03 .0304 0.560 " 1.75
0.76 2.91. 1.068 .0314 0.581 " 1.79
0.82 2977 0,984 e029 0,522 ' 1.65
0.77 2.85 1.018 .030 0.553 3.71
0.77 2.90 1.06 .0312 0.584 1.78
0.90 2.95 1.09 .0321 0.492 -1.8
0.86 3.01 1.125 .0332 0.511 * 1.89
0.81 3.05 1.149 .0358 0.522 3-93
0.83 3;02 1.131 .0353 0.514 .L90
0.91 2.87 1.041 .0507 0.485 1.75
0.87 3501 1.125 .0532 0.514 1.89
0.89 2.95 1.09 .0321 0.499 1.83
0.88 5.01 1.125 .0532 0.512 * 1.89
0.88 2.90 1.06 ,0312 0.484 1.78
0.78 5.14 1.201 .0354 0.553 2.02
0.81 2.97 1.101 .0525 0.508 "185
S0.77 3.19 1.231 .0363 0.564 * 2.07
0.89 3.00 1.121 .033 0.511 1.88
085 3.13' 1.198 .0553 0.548 2."01
0.83 3512 1.191 .0351 0,542 " 2.00
0.81 3.10 1.18 .0348 0.540 " 1.98
0.85 3..1 1.185 .035 0.541 " 1099
0.90 2,97 1.101 .0524 0,508 " 1085
0.82 3.07 1i16X. .0542 0.559 1.95
0.84 3.08 1.166 .0544 0.540 1.96
0.8 e5.11 1.185 .0549 0.547 " 1.99
0.81 3.07 1.161 .0342 0.553 1.95
0585 .1"2 1.191 e0351 0,490 2.00
0,84 3e17 1.22 .038 0.500 2.05
0.81 320 1.2.59 .0365 0*502 2.08
0.82 3522 1.25 .0368 0.508 " 2.10
0.84 35.25 1.255 .037 0.517 2.11
0.82 3.25 1.269 .0374 0.516 " 2.15
0.M8 6.419 1.252 .0363 0.504 2.07
0.81 3o25 1.27 .0374 0.514 2.15
0.88 3.12 1.191 .0351 0.484 2.00
0.83 3.22 1.25 .0368 0.506 2.10
0681 3o22 1.25 .0368 0.505 " 12.10
0.81 3.24 1,262 .0372 0.505 2.12
0.81 35.27 1.28 .0578 0,522 " 2.15
0,79 U15 L21 .0356 0,492 2.03
078 3.19 1.231 .0363 09504 2.07
0.78 3.25 1.27 .0374 0,508 " 2.15
0.78 5.19 1.232 .0365 0.499 " 2.07

M77 3.25 1.256 .037 0.506 " 2.11
084 35.22 1.25 .0o68.4. " 2.o 2 10
0.81 3.27 1.28 .0377 0.490 2.15"
0.80 35.0 1.298 .0382 0.494 " 2.18
0.80 3.58 1.345 .0397 09507 2.2•
•it t g ,MlI i IA n I I i



.( (2) (3) (4) (5)i (6) (7) i(8)

Rferenoe Sub"e Weight Height Surface Resting Conditi.r Rote Load Post-Area Yetabol| ,of absorp-

ISA Welidng tive(PA)

I or After
zma1(AU)

Kgm Cm Square Kiloal- matreW Apm
metres orieW / n

Itn

od~th LD.B, 57.0 173 1.68 1.12m 29.10.15 77.1 P.A.
1922 U U " " 3 78.1 "" U " " " 78.3 " "

"U U " " U 78.5 " "
B UI 301.0.15' 45.2 "
" " U " " 43.5 U 3

U ~43.1 U

"1.11.15 44.9 "
U U U U 44.5 *

U U U U U43.5 U
* U U U 2.11.15 43.9 •
U U " U 43.4 3 U

U U U .U U42.3 U
U U U "U " 3.11.05 1+5.4 U
"U U U U U 447 " U

U. U U U U43.4 U U"U U UU 4.11.15 53.5 U"U U U U U 53.2 U U

"U U U U U 5.11.15 46.9 U U
U U U U U 46.2 U U

'9 U U U U45.6 I"U U U U U 6.11.15 46.8 U U"U U U U�U 45.8 ' U"
"U U " U U 45.0 U"U U U U U 8.11.15 55.2 "

: " " " " "56.1
5"7.0 " "

U" U U U' " 9.11.15 54.9 U

U U U U U54.5 U U
U U U U U54.6 U U"U * U U U I0.11.15 48.4 U

U U U U U 47.8 U"U U U U U 471 U U"U U U U U 1111.15 U7.1"U *U U .19 U;68.2 U"U U it U U 68.4 U '
"U U U U 12.11.15 66.0 Uo

"U U U U U 67.7 U
"13.11.15 76.1 U

"U U U U U 76.9 U
"U U U U77.0 U

15.11.15 76.3"U i U U 7.1 U "
77.5

": I: U U 16.11.15 76.4" U 77.0
U U U U U77.4 U+"U 17.11.15 46.2

* U U U U45.4 U U" U U45.6
U-U U U U 18.11.15 U U

118-iJ5 55.7" U U.954
* U .i1.6 UU



S.....I • •).. 1oj(, 02) '03) ... 04) 0 5)
: ; ~ (15 3 ) (15 t 1) • ) •(10- •

PA fttlWorking- Working- Workinjg- Working- Working-
enery expend- Kilocal- Kiloslori•s gram-olories Kiloalories Kilooal-
Iture cries per per Kilogram per horizon- per horizon- aries

- square of body7 tal metre- tal ruetre- expanded
metre per veight Kilogram Kilogram per mi n-
mizmto (Total nveight (load only) ute3.36 1.335/ of body plum

, 0.836. 1.35 .0393 0.510 2.24P 8. 3 0.8 3.33 1.315 .0388 0.497 W 2.21
,,0.82 3.40 1.358 ,014. 0.511 2.28
., 0.8- 3.50 1.417 .014.18 0.532 2.38
, 0.86 2.42 0,774 ,0228 0.5014. 1,.30
.. 0.88 2.32 .714 .0211 0"484. 1,20
0.83 2.34. .726 90212 0.496 1,22
0.92 2.33 .72 .0212 0.473 1.21
0.87 2.31 .709 .0209 0.469 1.19
0.85 2.32 .715 .021 0.484. 1.20
0.89 2.31 ,709 .0209 0.476 1.19
0.85 2.35 .732 .0216 0.498 1.23

" 0.85 2.30 .703 ,0207 0.490 1.180.90 2.27 .685 .0202 0j."4 1,15
0.85 2.28 .69 .02014 0.455 1.16
0.89 2.23 .66 .0195 0.449 I 1.11
0.87 2.43 .78 .023 0 o430 i 1.310.86 2.45 .791 .0234 0.439 1.330.83 2.54 .8145 .0249 0.463 1.42
0.89 2.32 .714 .0211 0.4149 1.20
0.8+. 2,32 .714 .0211 0.456 1.20
0.83 2.32 ,714 .0211 0.462 1e20
0.89 2.24. .666 .0197 0.449 1.12
0.89 2.25 .673 .0198 0.433 1,13

* 0.87 2.26 .678 .020 0.445 1014
0.95 2.54. .845 .024+9 0.451 1.420.92 2.59 .875 .0258 0.459 1.470.90 2.59 .875 .0258 0.452 " 1.47
0.95 2.42 .774. .0228 0.415 w 1.300,86 2.41 .768 .0226 0.415 1.29
0.91 2.46' .797 .0235 0o431 1.34+
0.91 2.27 .681. .0202 0.417 1.150.86 2.32 .714 .0211 0,441 1.20
0.85 2.38 .75 .9221 0.470 1.26
0.811. 2.78 .988 .0292 0.435 1.66
0.86 2.96 1.082 .0322 0.473 1. 84.0.85 2.93 1.078 .0318 0.464 1.81
0.92 2.814. 1.024 .0312 0.457 1.720.88 2.91 1.065 .02114 0.464 1.79
0.90 2.92 1.071 .0316 0.468 1,80
0.96 3.0 1.142 .0337 0.4242 1.920,89 3.23 1.225 .037 O.482 2.11
0.88 3.11 .185 .0349 0.453 1.990.96 3.15 .209 .0356 0.467 2.03
0.92 3.21 .244 .0367 0.476 2.09
0.90 3.18 t.255 .0362 0.466 2.06
0,86 3.19 1.231 .03641 0.476 2,07
0.82 3.17 .,22 .036 0.467 2.050.81 3.17 1.22 .036 0.465 2.05
0.86 2.29 .687 .0205 0-"5 1.170.8, 2.28 .69 .0201+ 0.448 1.160.85 2. .703 .0207 0.454 1.18
0.84. 2 .799 .0235 0.423 1.34
0.85 2.39 .755 .0223 0.406 1.27
0.83 2947 .801 .0237 0434 1 1.35



a (2) ..... C6) (7) (8)

hBfmr &ibJeot WVeght Hoight 8uwfaoe R1est:: Conditions ELte Lod Post-
Are tmebol- of ,absorp

valking tive
(PA) or

K Cm dwaqjrm kiLlo- Iotmea/ Ip 1.f tar
metres olories ,,in meal

,iln.(AU)

Level' ,

, IUJ E.D.B. 57.0 173 1.68 1.12 28.10.15 77.1 zero PA
1922 T U U U U 77.8 U

U U . ' 77.8 U
U U • U • 78.1 " U
U U U U • 78.2 U
U • • U t19.11.15 76.5 " U

"U U U U U 77.7 " ,
• U U * U U' 77.9 U
"U U U U U 78.4 . U
"U U U U U 78.9 U U
• U U U U 22.11.15 48.0 9 U

• • U . U 47.3 9 ."7.

U U U U U 23.11.15 55.- 5 U

U U U .U U 53.9 U U

U U U U U54A 9
It U Uo U I 24.11.15 57.7 t U
U U U ' U to 57.6 U
U • U U U 57.1 A U
* U U Uo Uo 26.11.15 65.3 U U
U U U Uo * 6(.2 U U
* to U U U 66.2 • U
"U U 19 U U 1.12.15 74.9. U U

"U U U U U 76. " U
U" U U U to 77.3'
• U U U • 2.12.15 71.3 U

• U Uo I • " 71.8 U U" • " ! " "71:8, "" • " 3.12.15 70.5. t
U U U • Uo " " 71.2 . U

U U Uo U U ," 72.1. " U

U U U U U 6.12.15 45.2 19 U

S U U 19 • 4.5.1 15 U
•�U U U U 44.7 . I U

U U Uo II U 7.12.15 4.3.8 U U

S U U U U 43I 1 .3
U U Uo I "0,6 o *U

* U U • I'13.12.15 66.8 • U

"* U U U U I' 66.6 U •
•. U• U *U U 66.7 U U

U , , U 1, U1.1 62.0. 19 U

- U U • U U 63.5. U U

U U U U U 6.9 . 19 U3
"U U t • U 1. 2.16 62.9 U *

• " U • " "'63.2 U U
•U• U " '" 64.3 U U

U• 63.9. U

.U 20. 3.16 59.5 " U

U * 60.7.
• • • e • "22. 3.16 74-8 •

• to to * • 76.4.: e 729. 3. 1 7.6

55.5 U U. • • • "i30. 306 68.5 •
- -U U



3 T10) (11) (12) . 1 . t5)
0 15 "3) 0 5 1 ) ( 2) 0o -4.)

LRQ. Rat of Working- Working- Wlorking- Working- Working-

* total kilo- kilo- gram- kilo- kilo-

onergy oalories calories calorios calories celories

expoditure per per per per experded,

kilo- squar- kilogram horizontal horizontal per

oalories/ motrlo if -m tro-kilo- a=tro- minmte

MmI. per boty gram kilogr-=

uirm b wi~eght (total (load
'aoight of only)
body plus

load)-
tW

00,91 3.23 1.257 .037 0,481 2.11

0.89 3.28 1.285 .0379 0,487 2.16
0.83 3.33 1.33 .0388 0.498 2,21

0.83 3.36 1,37 .0393 O..503 2.24.

0.83 3.30 1 03 .0382 0.489 "2,18

S0.85 3.06 1-155 .034 0.44.5 1 " 1+•

S0.82 3.24 1.26 .0372 0.478 2.02
Oo080 3.19 1.23 .0363 o.466 2. 2M

0,80 3.22 1.25 0368 0.470 2.10

0.81 3.25 1.269 .0374 0.47k * 2.13
;0.87 2.3T7 .745 o0219 0./+56 "1.25

i 0*86 2.37 .745 .0219 o.464 1.25

!0.85 2.32 .714 .0211 0.44.9 "1.20

S0.90 2.42 .7r74 .0228 0.4111 1.30

0.88 2.41 .768 .0226 0.420 "1.29

0.89 2.43 .78 .023 0.418 "1.31

;1 %,9 2.44 .785 .0232 0.401 1 t.32

0.89 2.46 .788 .0235 0.408 1.34

0.89 2.47 .804 .0237 0.1+15 "1*35
0095 2.72 .952 .0281 0.430 i .60

" 0. 94 2.78 .989 :0291 0.440 1.66

0.91 2.78 .989 .0291 0.440O 1.66

S0.96 3.13 1.196 .0352 0.1+71 "2.01

0.91 3.24 1.26 .0372 0.487 "2,12

0,89 3.18 1.227 .0362 o.467 "2.o6

0.95 2.89 i .J53 :0310 0.436 "1.77

0190 2.93 1.078 .0317 0.407 1 .81

o: .89 2.87 1 .01+2 .0307 0.428 "1.75

S0.92 2.95 1.09 .0321 0.4.55 "1*83

S0.88 2,96 1.095 :0323 0-453 " .8U

i0.86 2.97 1.101 .0325 0.450 1.85

0.91 2.07 .565 :0167 0.369 "0.95
0.85 2.19 .57/7 .017 0.377 •0.97
0087 i. 16 ..56 ,0165 0:368 0. 094.

0.91 2,2)4 .667 .01 97 0.1+50 "1 .12

0,92 2.20 .61+3 .0189 0.439 "1.08

0.88 2.37 .74, ,0219 0.I•+X 1 1025

o.86 2,63 .899 ,0265 0.396 w1,51

0.82 2,81 1.008 .0296 0.44.5 "1.69
0,82 2.68 .928 .0274 00410 1,I.56
0.84 3.20 1 .2* .0365 0.589 "2..08

0.79 3.22 1.25 :0368 0.580 MO.1

0.78 3.29 1.292 00381 0.601 "2.17

0.79 3,22 1.25 .0368 0.577 "2.10

0088 3.19 1,232 .0363 0.578 M .7

0. 81 3.09 1.171 .0346 0.547 "1.9718

0.80 2.95 .0 00321 0.500 ,1.83

' .8 3t 118 .39 .o .85 2.91+ 1,082 .032 0.537 "1.82 :

S0.88 2.85 1 .03 .0301+ 0.5o00 1.73

S0.82 3.32 1.31 .0386 01-516 "2.20

10083 3.40 1,36 .04 0.528 : "2.28
A 'n q. Ac no ým OMF• . 0.:539 "1.77. .

7 if



Appx.A.

heferoews Subject Weight Height Surfaco Reeting Conditions Rto Load Post-
Area Hota- of absorp-

bolis walking -tivo
(PA)
:or
After
M.oal

Kgm Cm Square Kilo- "10troe/ Ygm (AN)
metros calor- iain

• •lvel

treadmIll
Smith R.D.B 57.0 173 1.66 1.1e2  4.12.15 47.5 zero P..A.
1922 of " " o it i6.t "I

or o of " " 45 9. - f : f" "t " " '31.3.15. 55.2" "
"11 " " " to 52.9 " "
" t o f I o f 1.4.15 53.4
"N " It if 1, 51.7 " " "
""I " " " 50.4 It it
" " " " "f "3.4.15 35.1 't "-
of if it of of 35.7 . of of.

of to I n ,. " 36.7 11 of
"to to it it to 4.4.15 35.9 i If
It .of . it 37.0
"if It " I " " "f "37.0 " "
"t of to ." If •5".4.15 77.4 it"
"i it to " of" 76.5" " "o t
"t of it " 79.3 o "I
it it if . It 10.4.15 78.7 t i
It of to I 77.1 o is

o!I It 11.4.15 95.9 - of"of I of it "I .92.0 of it
""f i f o 89.0 " of
"II " "I " " 12.4.15 89.2 " t
of tt t It it gto It ofIt tI if if.89.0 I i
H • uI i'f, I I "86.6 ""t "I 13.-.o15' 99.7

"It It "t "I "I 97.7 "" "
it i" to i" t f 9it9 tI o

level
• tread-ill

Smith J.H.G. 68.0 185 1.89 1.26* 18.1.16 55.3 zero P.A..
1922 it I to it it 55.2 it ,,

of It It it 1 54.5 toi
"if .of to It " 19.1.16 55.3. "
of it of If it 51 i"H It "t "f . "53,8 I "
"" I t i It 20.1.16 • 55,9 '1 "
"H of of of 55.6 I "
"H of it It 53.5 11 "f

levelS treadnmill

Smith .Lo.F. 70,4 171 1.82 1.21. 21.1.16 52.5 zer P.A.
1922 it Is It o of 52.3 e P

f t 52.5 " 1
o f "I I" : ,1 22.1.16 53.6M I

of It of It It 52.5 ' ItS. . i t ,, ,, ,, 52.3. I
it to it 24.1.16 49.6. It 1

to " it it to" 49.2. It I,
-: ". I I" "I 48.4. of ""



; , (•) lOJ ... (11) " (12) (l ) 14) (5

(15 "3) 015 "1T~~TtT~~T7 (10-4)t3T~TT 3

NA. Rate of Working- Working- Working- Working- Working-
total kilocalor- kilocalor- grom-cal- K4-l., calor- kilocalories
energy ies per ias per orios per ies per expended

xpenditure square kilogram of horisontal horizont-.l per 4inute
metre body motro-kilo- motre-4ilo-
per veight gran(total gram (load

minute veight only)
of body

Plus load)
Idlo-

oalories/
min

0.93 2.23 .655 .0195 0.409 1.11! 0.88 2.20 .644 .0189 !0.406 "1 .68

0.86 2.24 .666 .0211 0.427 1.12
S0.95 2.69 .935 .0276 0.498 "1.57

0.92 2.73 .958 .0282 0.535 "1.61
0.86 2.67 .923 .0272 0.510 "1.55
0.83 2.61 .886 .0262 0.505 "1.49

I 0.83 2.59 .875 .025•; 0,512 "1.47
S10.90 2.18 .63 .0186 0.530 "1.06

,0.87 2.27 .685 .0202 0. 566 "1.150.84 2.24 .666 .0195 o.536 1.12

0.83 2.30 .702 .027 0.576 1.18
0.83 2.25 .672 .0198 0.456 "1.13

S•'0.78 2.33 .72 .0212 0.573 "1.21
0.82 3.53 1.435 .0423 i0.546 2.41

S0.82 3.42 1.369 .0404 0.527 "2.30
S; ,0.83 3.51 1 .",3 .042 0.529 "2.39

0.94 3.59 1.47 .0433 0.551 2.47
0.91 3.56 1.451 .0428 0.556 "2./44
0.87 4.47 I •991 .0588 0.613 "3.35

0.88 4.14 1.798 053 0.576 3.02
0.84 4.10 1.775 .0523 0.587 "2.98
0.81 4.34 1.94 .0565 0.635 3.22
0.81 4.18 1.84 .0537 0.603 " 3.06
0.81 4.04 1.738 .0512 0.591 " 2.92
0.88 4.55 2.04 .0602 o06o3 3.43
0.86 4.59 2.065 .061 0.623 3.47
0.87 4.29 1.88 .0556 0.586 " 3.17

0.78 3.55 1.2- .0336 0.609 2.29
0.77 3.45 1.16 .0322 0.584 " 2.19
0.76 3.39 1.15 -. 0313 0.574 2.13
0.81 3.31 1.085 .0302 0.545 " 2.05
0.75 3.42 1.143 .0318 0.576 2.16
0.75 3.31 1.08ý .0302 0.560 " 2.05
0.84 3.33 1.095 .0304 0.545 2.07
0.78 3.33 1 .0o5 .0304 0.548 " .07

* 0.81 3.26 1 . 06 .0294 0.549 2.00

0.80 3.85 1.45/' .0375 0.713 " 2.64
0.77 3.39 1.188 .03, 0.592 2.18

.0.76 3.4+0 1.198 :0312 0.592 "2.19

0.90 3.39 1.188 .631 .578 " 2.18
0.83 3.40 1.198 .0312 0. "2.19
0.86 3.33 1.165 .0302 0.576 . 2.12
0.81 3.28 1.14 .0294 - 2.07
0.80 3.24 1.115 .0238 0. 537 2.03
0.81 3.21 1.1 .0284 0.583 \" 2.00

/ j. " ,



Referenoe Subject Weight Height Surface Resting Corditions Rabe Load Post-
Area Yetabol- of absorptive

im walking (PA)
or

After meal

Filo-
Square calories hetres

K- - CM Hietres /rain /rmin, IK=
level

treadmill
m.ith A.J.0. 69.5 180 1.88 1.25m 15.2.15 63.1 zero PA

1922 " " 24.2.15 63.1 ""OR "63.8
" :2.3.15 63.8 "

"60.7 It
"63.6 "

level
treadmillSth H.R.R. 70.0 185 1.93 1.29" 20.3.15 67.7 zero PA

" " h RR * 27.3.15 65.8

if 67.2 " I
if" " " " "" 67.5 " "
\ i " " " 3.4.15 6n.9 " "
"I " " " i60.5 It

"- if if i" 60.0 " "
"It " " OF 10.4.15 60.1 " "

"f " 17.4.15 60.0 "
" It 59.9 "" " " " 24.4.15 61.8 "It

" ' ' " I 60.2 "I
" " 9' " 60.6 " It

i i f It I 6o.i " Of
.9

level
treadmill

Smith T.H.H. 54.5 171 1.63 1.09N 25.2.15 63.4 zero PA
1922 . . . I 63.7 "

9'.. . . ...' 63.7 9 9

" 9' 9' " 19.3.15 65.7 " "
9.. .. .. 66.7 It"f if " 9' "I 67.1 I t It

" ' 9" I " 67.8 " "
" " I t' 22.3.15 67.5 It

S.. . . ..f67.5 It It
9. . 9'.. 24.3.15 67.4 9'

"It " " " 68.1 I t
9'. . . . .. 67.8 "

It 9'" 9' 26.3.15 65.9 I t
9" " f "ft 67.6 ....

"68.2 9'
/ " " 9' '" 30.3.15 62.4 It"VI of ... 62.7 " "

"9' " "f "' 63.2 "'

"9' 9' " " 5.4.15 62.4 "
9' -.". 9' 63.2 9 "

Estimated from Surface Area assuming Basal Itetabolic Rate of

4 lories/square metre/hour

a - "



,L , ! (10) (11) (12) (13)... 1 ( 5

(15 f 3) (15 - (1) (1-5)

L.Q. Rate of Working- Working Wozking- Wstidmg- Working-
total Kilo- Kilo- gram-calories Kilo Kilo-
energy calories calories per horizon- calories per calories

expenditure per per tal metre- horeiontal expended per
square Kilogram Kilogram metre- minute

metre per of body (total weight Kilogram
Kilo- minute weight of body (load only)

cal.ories plus load)• /min

0.87 3.28 1.08 .0292 0.463 2.03
0.83 3.67 1.288 .0348 0.552 a 2.42
0.83 3.63 1.267 .0342 0.537 a 2.38
0.87 3.58 1.24 .0336 0.526 a 2.33
0.84 ,3.37 1.128 .0305 0.502 0 2.12
0.90 3.27 1.075 .0291 0.457 0; 2.02

0.80 4.88 1.86 .0513 0.757 3.59
0.79 4.48 '.655 .0453 0.707 3.19
0.85 "132 1.57 .0433 0.657 3.03
0.81 4.31 1.565 .0431 0.643 3.02
0.80 4.36 1.-.92 .044 0.650 " 3.07
0.83 4.05 1.i.3 .0394 0.633 2.76
0.81 4.10 1.4+56 .0401 0.664 2.81
0.81 4.12 1.468 .0404 0.674 W 2.83
0.81 4.27 1.545 .0426 0.708 W 2.98
0.83 3.87 1.34 .0369 0.614 0 2.58
0.83 3.87 1.34 .0369 0.615 " 2.58
0.80 3.87 1.34 .0369 0.596 " 2.58
0.81 3.76 1.28 .0353 0.587 0 2.47
0.79 3.76 1.28 .0353 0.582 a 2.47
0.80 3.82 1.312 .0361 0.601 a 2.53

0.83 3.02 1.185 .0354 0.559 1.93
0.91 2.98 1.16 .0347 0.545 2 1.89
0.90 2.99 1.167 .0349 0.548 W 1.90
0.84 3.44 1.442 .0431 0.656 " 2.35
0.80 3.43 1.437 .0429 0.645 " 2.34
0.77 3.49 1.473 .0441 0.656 2.40
0.79 3.41 1.425 .0426 0.629 ' 2.32
0.81 3.47 1.461 .0436 0.647 " 2.38
0.82 3.30 1.356 .0405 0.601 " 2.21
0.86 3.34 1.38 .0413 0.613 " 2.25
0.77 3.22 1.308 .0391 0.574 I 2.13
0.88 3.19 1.289 .038' 0.569 " 2.10
0.92 3.32 1.37 .0409 0.621 2.230.73 3.18 1.282 .0384 0.568 " 2.09
0.86 3.15 1.264 .0378 0.554 2.06
0.89 3.35 1.388 .0414 0.665 " 2.26

'0.86 3.39 1.412 .0422 0.673 " 2.30
0.83 3.27 1.338 .04 0.634 " 2.18
0.86 3.36 1.394 .0417 0.668 " 2.27
0.82 3.42 1.43 .0428 0.677 " 2.33

S n amn~i !!! ,i MI ii iI!I l i'M I'l l I H"



Apps. A

Reference Subjeat Weight Height Surface Resting Cmidit- Raite Load Pbst
Area Metabol- ions 0: abSO27!-

185 1fAMIc- tive (PA)
lng or After

xgm an Sqlars Kilocal- Metres Kgmma (X

metres ozieu/ /min
r n

level

feith Me 49.2 1e2 1.51 1.01' Height 65.6 zero! ?Pok

3=2 bo -i6.9 o!bOf-

K 4i 2i86.2.15 61.4 e 4

"4.3.15 64.0 "

"If if 66.0
"* " " 5.4.15 65.3 "
"if i "f f 65.9" " " " 08.2 "
" "8.3.15 es.4 "

"66.6 "
if if i i if 166.6 "

9.3.15 66.0 "" " " " 62.5 it
"62.2 "

" "o " 1 " .. 3.15 r0.9 "
" 111 " 58.5 " '
"if "9 99 " 63.2
"i i ' 1,5.3.15 65.1 "
"i i" 9 " C',;.7 11
"if 9 9 " 5i.4 "
"9 99 i " 50.1 "
" " 16.3.15 59.2 "
9 " •62.3

"if " 60.6 "
""f " 17.3.15 67.3 it If"I "J "' 67.4 it "

It 67.8 :
"99 " 67 .5 t "
""I if18.3.15 62.5 1

"if "f "f if" 58.4 "
"it " "" " 60.8 "

"3 " " " " 58.8 "
"23*.3.35 C4.3 3" "f " " "" 66.4 "I

" I I " " " 66.5 i
" "f f " "I 25.3.15 P7.3 ""i " "9 " "' (675 " "

" If" 67.0"
"" 29.3.15 13.3""J if 60.8 "

If 28 IN 68
"" i f " "f 31.3.15 64.8 I
"i i U 5" 65.8 o

"i " 64.8 I
" " "" 64.9 '

"i if I 23.6.15 58.2 ""i U if f "If 57.1 """ f 56.0 It

4tiated from A)-e assuming Basal Metabolic Rate fof 40 Calories/Squalre Zetres1I I I I

/ '/ - / 'I
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0 (1+7)x a 7x a
L a. te of total I orldng- '.:orkiag- * Working- Working- Workig-

enera eperAt,- Kilo-cal- Kilo-oalor- gmam-aloriuin K.lo-oalor- Kilo-
it". ories ppr is per per h1riuon- in per hori- calories

square Kilogram of tal metre- zental matre ecpen4ed
--c ' metre per body weight Kilogram ilogram per

•~ a• te (Total weight (Loa mUy) ndite
of body

- p ,-US load) .......

09,9 2.95 1.285 .0394 0.006M 1.94
0.77 2.68 1.107 .0338 0.508 1.87

0.82 2.55 1.02 .03313 0.486 1.54
1.05 3.06 1.359 .04*17 0.651 2.05
0.90 2.98 1.306 .0401 0.638 1.97
0.90 3.08 1.371 .0421 0.637 2.07I 0.90 2.93 1.271 .039 :0.598 1.92
0.87 2.84 1.212 .0372 0.565 4.83
0485 2.88 1239 *038 i09574 1.87
0.83 2.99 1.31 .0403 0.607 1.98
0.85 2.87 1.231 .0378 0.570 " 1.86
0.84 2.83 1.206 .037 0.555 1*82
0.87 3.01 1.325 .0406 0.635 2 2.CC
0.80 2.65 1.088 .0334 .1.534 " 1.64
0.81 2.57 1.033 .0317 0.510 1.56
0.82 2.47 .966 .0297 0.507 1.48
0.76 2.82 1.199 .0368 0.603 1.81
0.84 2.48 .974 .0299 0.510 1,47
0.87 2.76 1.16 .0356 0.522 1.75
0.80 2.87 1.232 .0378 0.512 I 1.86
0.78 2.78 1.172 .036 0.557 I 1.,77
0.72 2.85 1.219 .0374 0.630 a 1.84
o.83 2.63 1.074 .033 0.557 I 1.82
0.83 2,70 1.12 .0344 0.581 " 1.69
0.85 2.64 1.08 .0332 0.533 1.63
0.73 2.86 1.225 .0376 0.617 " 1.85
0.78 2.69 1.112 .0342 0.564 1.68
0.85 2.99 1.311 .0403 04598 " 1.98
0.89 2.77 1.168 .0358 0.530 1.76
0.85 2.78 1.172 .036 0.532 " 1.77
0.87 2.76 1.159 .0356 0.527 1.75
0.87 2.78 1.172 .036 0.577 1.77
0.83 2.60 1.053 .0323 0.554 1.59
0.84 2.58 1.04 .0319 0.525 " 1.57
0.82 2.54 1.015 .0311 0.529 It 1.53
0.67 2.82 1.199 .0368 0.573 0 1.81
0.77 2.77 1.165 .0358 0.545 " 1.76
0.76 2.70 1.12 .0344 0.517 1.69
0.80 3.00 1.319 .0445 0.601 IS 1.99
0.83 2.79 1.18 .0362 0.536 * 1.78
0.80 2.72 1.131 .0348 0.518 1.71
0.79 2.58 1.04 .0319 0.505 I 1.57
0.75 2.55 1.02 .0313 0.515 - 1.54
0.77 2.54 1.034 .0311 0.495 1.53
0.86 2.58 1.04 .0319 0.492 " 1.57
0.84 2.59 1.48 .0321 0.488 t 1.58
0.84 2.55 1.02 .0313 0.483 " 1.54
0.83 2.50 .986 .0303 0.467 " 1.49
0.87 2.31 .861 .0264 0o.55 " 1.30
0.82 2.28 .841 .0258 0.452 1.27
0.84 2.21 .794 .0248 0.4W2 1.20



(1). (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

"Rofor- Sub- .7eight Height Sur- Restirw Condli- R-to Locad Post-
once joct face Mitabol- tions of 3bsorp-

"Area ism i7alkinf. tive

or
After

Square Kilo- troo/
Squtres calorie/rY7 C11 otrr i.-in main K,ý-.

levoltroadini 1
Smith H.ULS. 60.4 180 1.78 i,19 251.16 44.6 zero i1.A.
19F22. It to to to , to 42.2 of to"

" of i to to •41.6 " "
" I " " " 26.1.16 53.5 it

"t to it to " 52.7 to
""t o • 52.3 it

Estimated fron Surface 'Lroa azsuxing Basal hetabolic Rate of 40 Calories/
square uetre/Hour.



((9) 0) (01) (12) (13) (14) (15)

L.Q. Rate of Workin.- Working- Working- Vozking Working-
To.al Kilo- Kilo- C=n.- Kilo- U.lo-
onergy calories calories calories oalories oalories

ependi- por per per per expended
turs square Kilo- horizontal horisontal por

metre gram metre-Kilo- metre-Kilo- minute
per of body gram

minute weight (total
0lo- weight ouu)

calories/ of bodr
min plus load)

0.76 2.97 1.0 .0294 0.662 1.78
0.77 2.78 0.902 .0263 0.623 1.59
0.72 2.79 0.906 .0265 0.637 1.60
0.79 3.18 1.119 .0329 0.616 1.99
0.77 ),07 1.C57 .0312 0.591 U 1.88
0.74 3.04 1.04 .o3o6 0.585 1.85
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Appendix B

Statistical Analysis of Experimental Data

B.1. This appendix presents the statistical analysis of the experimental

data tabulated in Appendix A.

B.2. Definitions

VC n Energy expended in 'working kilo calories'per minute.

W a Weight of man in kilos.

L a Load carried in kilos.

V a Rate of walking in metres per minute.

Z m Rando. term measuring the variation in the
data ascribable to randon causes.

N a Total maber of observations.

3.3. Data

The data (listed in Appendix A) have been extracted from a number of
different sources which are described in the main body of this report. A
total of 817 observations was obtained and in each case the values of WC, W,
L and V were available.

B.4. ObJect

All observational data are subject to variation which Wmy be due to a
number of causes or factors. Of these, those that can be identified may be
called assignable causes, whilst those that cannot may be called chance or
random causes. The assignable causes of these data are W, L ard V, and it
is the object of analysis to:-

(a) determine a mathematical law that adequately describes
the relationship between wC and vW, L and V,

(b) establish how much of the overall variation of wC can
be attributed to W, L and '1,

(c) 'estimate the accuracy that can be expected in using
this law to predict wC from given values of W, L and V.

3.5. The General Kathematical Law

As there is no analytical technique which can be applied to the data
to produce a general form of the required relationship, a suitable model must
be poutulated. In general the choice of such a model is essentially arbitrary
and in these instances it is necessary to appeal to other evidence, such as
past results involving the same elements, or certain a priori information,
to indicate a likely fundamental form. In this case previous authors have
discovered that for given values of W and V the relationship between VC and
Wils linear. Furthermore, from the evidence of the data (see Figs. I to 3)
it seems reasonable to infer that, if the other two independent variates
remain oonstant, the relationship between wC and L may also be adequately
represented by a linear law. In order to postulate a suitable law for the
relationship between wC and V, oonsideration was given to the experimental
results. These are illustrated in Pigs. B1 and B2. In Fig. B1 the results
are divided into 4 groups defined by the following values of L:-



0. 0 K~logram

0101 to 15.0

15.01 to 30.0

greater than 30.0

In each group the value of wC is plotted against the value of V. For
convenience the values of V are themselves grouped, the following 12 sub-
groups of V being taken as 35.01-45, 45.01-55 ....... , 135.01-145, 145.01-155,
so that the actual values plotted are the 12 values of V and 0, where V is
the mean value of V in a sub-group and ; is the mean value of wC in the same
sub-group. In these curves no specific allowance is made for variation of W.
Examination of the results, however, shows that the average values of W for
these sub-groups are very nearly the same. Thus the curves effectively give
the relationship between wC and V for each group of L, virtually independent
of W.

Fig. B2 is similar to Fig. Bi, except that for each grouping of L the
U2 values of log Z are plotted against'V. From this latter it is seen that

(a) for each of the 4 groups of data a straight line givesS~a good fit

and fb) the 4 straight lines so fitted are approximately parallel.

It is therefore reasonable to suggest that for constant ':#, the relationshipS* between wC and V is of the form

log wC = A + ()

where A is indcpend..nt of the value of V.

This msggests for the complete relation between wC and the independent variates
a form

wC = f(7-7, L)eKv (2)

Incorporating the indicated form of f(W, L) we have

wC = (ai + a2W + ajW2 + aJ., a5L2)eKV (3)

The quadratic terms that are included in this model are intended to provide a
basis for assessing the adequacy of the linear terms in describing the
relationship between wC and W and L.

B.6. Estimation of Parameters

If the least squares technique is applicd to estimating the unknown
parameters in equation (3), 6 simultaneous equations result. I:owever, as
these equations are non-linear, their solution would require excessive
computation. It is thcrAforc required to find some ,nethod that simplifies
the problem. Such a method is indicated by the fact that if the parameter,K, can be estimated by other methods yielding a value of IS, then a statistical
model of the following form may be set up to describe the data:-

wCe al + a2 W + a 3 W2 + a4 L + a5 Lz + Z()

The five unknown parameters in this model may then be simply estimated by
solving the 5 simaultaneous equations resulting from the application of the
least squares principle.



5.7. Estimation of K

It has already been noted that the 4 straight lines fitted to the points
obtained by plotting log M against V for 4 different load ranges are
approximately parallel (see pars. B5 and Fig. B2). Now it follows from
equation (I) that the slope of each line may be taken as an estimate of K.
Hlence, by taking an averase of the fotur slopes, suitably weighted to account
for the different numbers of observations associated with each point on each
line, an estimate of K based on all the data is obtained. '1he estimate, K,
derived by this method is

K a 0.019625

La the data are grouped to produce the points of Fig. 132, K is not necessarily
the best estimate of K that can be obtained. It is, however, probably as
accurate as aW other estimate not based on the solution of a set of non-
linear equations.

B.8. Estimation of aj, a 2 , a3 , a) and a5

Minimization of

¶ (yi - a, - 2Wi - aWi 2-a 4L - a5L2 )2

with respect to a&, a2, a3, a4 and a5 yields the estimates

&I - -0.031215

a2 a 0.011795

'3 a -0.000029

!'4 a 0.008449

"a5  " 0.000001

The significance of each of the ai's can then be determined by referring the
value ai to tables of the t-statistic with 817-5 = 812 degrees of freedom,

Ma~i
where V& denotes the (standard error)2 of the estimate ai. The results of
this test are summarized in Table I below.

Table •

i &fl I t 8 1 2  Level of .Sio-nificance

2 0.011795 4.08302x10"5  1.85 .08

3 -0.000029 2.49247xI0"9  0.58 -

4 0.008449 1.34618x10"6 7.28 .001
5 '0.000001 1.306% ,x10"8 .

It follows from this table that y is probably unrelated to W2 and L2 a
MW accordingly be omitted from equation (4).



B..9. Modified Mathematioa Law

Prom the previous section it is deduced that the statistical model

y a NCeO . bl+b 2W+b 3L+Z
* adequately describes the data. As before, the parameters bt, b 2 and b 3 are

estimated by using the least squares technique, yielding the estimates:-

bia .083156

b2  , .0081433

b3- .0084894

rb a a 1.2579 x 10"3

Vb2 - 3.1459x 10-7

U 3 a 1.7002 x l0.7

6 ch2a -1.9631 x 105

b Cbl 2.2155 x 10"
1 3

CS '6 - -5.7402 x 10-
2 3

. 2 = .017336

where .2 - the least squares estimate of the variance of y, C' denotes
the covariance of the toestimates%1i and bj and,,,as before,
Vbi denotes the (Standard error) 2 of the estimate bi.

It may be shown that by fittirng equation (5) to the date .5062 of the
overall variation of y is extracted which is considered to be a satisfactory
figure for data of this type. The final regression equation is therefore

•C = (.083156 + .0081433W + CO08.S94L)e" 0 1 9625V (6)

which may be approximately re-written as

wC a .0083(0 • + i + L)eV/50 (7)

B.10. Accuracy of Prediction

Having determined an equation that fits the data fairly well it is now
required to estimate the accuracy that can be expectec in usirn this equation
to predict wC from given values of W, L and V. It is important to note that
the error attendant to the estination of X by .019625 is incorporated in the
random term, Z of equation (5) and is therefore taken into account. It may
be shown that 4 , the variance of the predicted vrO may be astialated by

V;C = (VbI + W2V;2 L + 2 12 + . 3 + 2  ,3 a (6)

The values to be substituted into this equation appropriate to these data are
quoted in the previous paragraph. By making the assumption of normality an
approximate confidence interval can be constructed for thL predicted wC.

As an example, suppose it is required topredict wC fron, the followingvalues of W, L and V: -

W = 70 KgM

L = 21 gn-

L V = 80 metres per minate



Substituting into cquation (6) we have for the estimate of wC
Sa (.0631i56 . 0081433 x 70 , .0084894 x ) x 8030

Substituting into equation (7) the variance of wC is given by

V; ( 1.2579x10 3 + 4,900 x 3.1459x0I -7 4 W x 1.7002 x I0C7

1 -5 -6 _-8
- 14Ox1.631xO" 4W2x2.2155x10" 294Ox5.7402x1O

01o~o9625
+ .0173•36 )at°'°•2 = .402

/Aeuising that the distribution of 'C is noral it may be deduced that the 90%
confidence interval associated with wC is approximately [4.00-1 .65,/M
4.00 + i.65.-27 - Z-2.96, 5.042. It is evident thal in this case t*.-
only term that makes any material contribution to V is ' . Other examples
have been evaluated with the saze rosult. It is ther-fore considered that
for reaaonable values of W and L, VA4) may be approximately estimated by

.017336eO
3 9 2 5V 0 1 7 0V/ 2 5

B.11. Conclusion

It is suggested that the mathematical law

* .. 008300 + W + L)ev/°

adequately describes the relationship between wC and W, L and V, and that
the variance of the error associated with the prediction of wC froci given
values of W, L and V may be approximately expressed as

V'2
-T .017e
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